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Children.
'lie school children of San Fran
rt:co arid of California will not be
1

?

dic-kel-

Hon. F. R. Fry. and Mr. & Mrs
Mrs. C. F Marden made a
trip
W. R. Evans left here Thursday to
Tucumcari Monday.
for their home in Iowa.
Mrs. J. D. Rted and Mrs. Hon-d- y
W. F. Goforth has bought the
of Tipton was trading here
Restaurant and Meat Market of
Lester & Young, he informs us Monday,
there will be several changes made,
Mr.'C. Tl'urlow of Browning
he will keep fresh meat on hand at Mo. came in to visit Mr. A Mrs.
all times, will allso serve meals & J. Atkins. Mr. Thurlow likes the
short order day or night, See his San Jon Vally and makes a trip
add in this issue.
here each year.

PLEANO
HAPPENINGS,
for last week Jan. xatb.

s
valli J upon to contribute their
and dimes toward a transport
ation fund to bring the famous
The weather has moderated and
Liberty Bell to San Francisco for
tie Panama Pacific International the snow will soon be gone.
Weddinc bells have been ringing
Knpoiition.
The Southern Pacific Company, around Pleano but not so they
through its officials in this city. could be heard above the cbivary
IfUesterusy made an crier to the ex bells and guns. Mr. Chas. Grume
position directors to transport the brought his wife home Jan. 6tb, &
Liberty Bell from Philadelphia to Mr. Charlie' Howell and wife came
ban Francisco free of charge. The in the 7tb. The writer joined in
railroad offers to bring the bell out with many friends in wishing them
and to give it as much attention a long and prosperous life.
throughout the trip as is now Riven
Mr. Fry Postum is to be seen a
it in its present resting place in
round Pleano these days if anyone
Philadelphia.
is amined to be out.
The state of Pennsylvania values
the Liberty Bell, as much as it does
Ftank McCisland returned from
the history connected with it and a visit with bis parents near Tern
the Southern Pacific officials are pic, Texas.
preparsd to see that provisions arc
Mr. Sumrall has Ken doing
made for a company of Pennsyl-vani- a
some
btacksmithing for Mr. Lane
militia to guard the bell on
its long trip across the cootinent, the past few days.
The trip of the honored old bell
Mrs. Miller was a San Jon visit
that in X776 announced the'signing on Wednesday,
.t
of the Declaration of Independence
Julies Lang will take bis sister
will be a triumphal procession. At
f
every station in the country where to San Jon to leave for Oklahoma
it will ; have to Friday.
the train stops-anstop at nearly all of them, thou
Chas. 'Crume went to' Grady
sands of school children and their
Wednesday to get soma lumber to
parents will gather 'to see the bell enlarge his bouse it isn't large en
that tolled the greatest story that
ough for two.
b
vcr bitm pn Wished trr-t-he
Uuitrd States. It is planned to
Fry Postum will leave Friday
Tex. where be will join bis
for
small
a
ou
and
a
car
erf ct

y
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Killed
Scccorro, N. M., Jan. 17. -- Louis
Chavez, a well known native ran
cher living near Polvadera, twelve
miles north of here, was shot twice
and killed at about 6:30 this even
iog by a neigbor, a rancher named
Garcia, who has disappeared. The
sheriff left here immediately upon
receipt of the news to apprehend
toe murderer. Tee killing, tt is
said, arcurred at the home of Garcia and as there were no witnesses
to the homicide save the little
daughter of Chavex, who
ran to a neighbor's house and gave
the alarm, the details of the killing
may never be known. When help
arrived the body of Chavez was
lung on the ground pierced by
two bullets and he evidently died
instantly as either wound was
enough to cause death.

AT THE NEW SHOP IN THE NORTH END OF
SAN JON, ALSO

Horseshoeing and wagomvork
DONE BY MEN OF
EXPERIENCE.

Mr. Lillet Martiet of Norton left

Tuesday lor Tests.
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Nort6n,

Mrs. C. C. Reed' and Mrs. Wra.
Reed were callers at the home of

Mrs. J.W. Dodgion Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cox visited
with Mr. and Mrs. John Dodgion
'
;
Sunday.
C C. Reed and wife and Mr, W
Reed and wife visited at the home
of Chas. Alsdorf .Thursday.

Henry B'edsoe was mooting his

,

house this week.

Over

Of TUCUMCARI, NEW MExfcO.
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Capital U0.CC 0.

solicit Your Business.

L. W. MORRIS, Vict Pres.

!

s
s
s
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Mr. Chas. Stern mads a pleasure
trip to Tucumcari last Sunday.
Mr. Fred Gaulke who has been
working on the T.ftM. fence crew
was calkdiiack to his old position
on the bridge crew Sunday.

There were a good atteodence at
the singing held last Sunday at the
church to organize a dristrict sing
ing convection. They elected the
following officers,' James Atkins
chairman, Miss Nell Jennings Vice
chairman, Miss Lucile Trickey
secretary and trtasuary. They did
not anounce any other meeting to
be held, but I guess they will in
the future.
Is this organisation going to
brake up the San Jon singing class?
If not, then come out next Sunday
at j oclock in the afternoon, at the

1.'

The Elk Drug store
Tucumcari, NM.
Complete line of DrugslSunrfries
Mail Orders and Prescriptions Given Special Attention.

THE

Miss Bell Johnson of Los Ang
Friday for Gas eies arrived Monday morning to
came out here visit with Mr. Jennings and family.
to sell his place
C. C. Reed was a business visit
prospects of
'lurch.
or at the county scat Tuesday,

Mr. Polston left
oline. Texas. He
with the entcntion
but owing to the
good crop, he has decides to come
back and live this year on his place.

s
s

s

W. F. BUCHANAN, Pres

Sunday.

s

Bank Of Commerce,

,

?

Well Known Farmer

ne

Mr C. F. Marden bad bis name
Mr. Ctas. Alsdorf and family ;&
"So Mr. C.
put on his store Thursday.
McReynold spent the V4
he would know it if someone steals
V
day Sunday at the home of Mr. &
it"
s
Mrs. C. C. Rted.
V
v
T. M. lordan made a business
N
Mr. C. F. McReynold left here V
trip to Tucumcari Wednesday.
s
Sunday for Missouri where he will V
Constable Dudley Anderson is visit bis parents, C. F. hasn't,beea VV
V
in the Bard vacinity on legal busi- home for more than four
s
years.
V
ness to day.
Mr. Atkinson and family, Mr. G.
Just tecieved a car of Fancy egg Smith and wife visited
at the home iWo
coal.
Z. T. McDaniel.
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Pollard at 11

,
to hang the bell in that for the trip family.
across thn continent. United
The Pleano wind mill is broke
F. M. Wade of Bard was trading
States history began with the toll-icnew and the water service is
here
Wednesday.
of Liberty Bell and there is not
these days.
enconvenient
little
a native of this great country 'who
E. D. Reed of near Allen made
"Old Maid"
to
want
seethe beginning
a business trip to Tucumcari Tues
dns ni't
of the history of the Unittd States

PLEANO HAPPENINGS,
for this week Jan. 19th.

PaSer

Makers cf combined ILand Qrcd-er- a
ILevelers, & Combined
l
HMtcIiera l Pressera aleo
Agents for STew Improved ITnr-blWater JElerator.

W. E. Mundell spent three days
Mr. Romero of near Bard was
thU Wtk jn Amarille, Texas on in San Jon Wedoesday and purbusineas
chased a load of coal.
Ned Mundell and Sill Moyier
only killed ninty rabits Thursday.

U Hurt

Mr, Clark Mundell was visiting

LITERARY

in Rana neighborhood Sunday.

PROGRAM
For Jan. aoaota

The party at Mr. McCaslan'd's
Miss Willie Movier bsgan a term
Rec.
Esther lennings.
last Thuraday night was frozen
of
school
Rana
at
Monday.
in
fell
Eunice
all
McDaniel.
and
the
out
youngsters
Orville Denton.
bed at an early hour.
Mr. Trickey's daughter, Mrs. F.
Lucile Trickey.
Paper
Miss Carrie Lang left Friday for E. McCllough came in Monday &
Wei
ton Griffiths.
Okla. where she will attend school Mr. McCllough arrived Tuesday.
Elvaree Campbell.
They returned to Tucumcari Tuesfor a few months.
Esther Griffiths.
day night.
Tucum-carRec.
Lee Campbell
to
went
i
Bob Ticheburn
Mr.
W.
taken
Star
F.
J.
Gaulk's
Song
on some land business WedGladys Jennings.
on the fence crew Monday.
Mrs. Alley.
place
Reading
nesday.
Mrs.
Alsdorf.
All kinds of legal work properly
Some of the Pleano young folks
Miss Nell Jennings.
attended Sunday School at Plain executed at this office. Notary
The debafors of the last meeting
Public in the office.
last Sunday. If it was muddy.
will discuse the same question.
Jim Howell is all smiles now, be
says, he has a sister to cook tor
him, now.

Townsite Compan y

'

OFFERS A SPLEXDID 0PP0RTUX1TY
FOR IXVESTEXT
SAN ION, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and in the

Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Lo
cated About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal
trading point of the valley.

.

Panama Canal Electric
Towing Locomotive.
The vessels using the Panama
Canal will be towed through the
Gatun, Miraflores, and Bedro Miguel locks by electric towing locomotives of special design, specifications for which have been forwarded to Washington. Bids will be
asked for 40 of these locomotives,
The February Popular Mechanics
Magaxine contains a picture showing bow the ships will be managed
by four locomotives, two on a side
forward and astern. The rear
ctives will keep the vessel lrom
bumping against the canal walls.
r

r

Mrs'. Hall's health was so bad
that Mr. Halt taken her to the sanitarium. We hope she will be able
to return home soon.

Edd Halcomb was seen at an
early hour driving very fast to get
but
rid of his little brother-in-lafound there wasn't much use to
'Old Maid."
hurry.

T. J. Culpepper of Amarillo,
Tex. came in Sunday to spend a
few dava 00 his claim on the plains
had
and found that some-bod- y
broken into his house and taken
nearly every thing he bad out there.
He returned to Amaril'o Monday
on the local, as his children were
sick.
,
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Write for prices, terms and
descriptive literature to

191a
F
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HERMAN ORHARDT, mgr., Tucumcari, X. V.

R D

4

In entering upon another business year, we desire to
thank our depositors and patrons for the loyal confidence
reposed tu this bank during the years we have been in
business.

3

It will be our purpose in the future.as in the past, to
place our services at your command
our facilities at
your conyenience our strenght at your disposal.

-O- R-"

,

C. C.

5

SAN JON HOTEL 1

This bank wants your b inking businsss, promising in
return, liberal treatment, and courteous consideration.

i

YOUR PATRONAGE SOLICITED

;

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF TUCUMCARI.

ft

REED, Local Agt., San Jon, N. M.
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Winter to MUM M tf tt u4 fooM
the right plMt to settle down.
It to suspected tfcat MMtMr at
Medicine Hat has toft tie door ope.
Military experts bin devised a gun
for killing aviators.
But what's the
use?
Tola to tne Una for the oold weather prophets to about tbat they told

ui aa

California's flrat woman jury acquitted an editor. Ha moat be a good- looking feller.
Another aeronaut tbreatena to fly
aeroas tbe Atlantic. . He la aald to be
a good swimmer.

By
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time immemorial a man who ha been to school has been
called educated, and one who has been to college ha been
thought to be highly educated.
1V1

11

sin is

1m

a.

A York. Pa man ate a lire mouse,
there being no accounting for tastes.
as we have aald before.

It must be a great experience to
be engaged to a girl who can say 1

love you" In

64

languages.

Dr. Wiley says that American cooking la tbe worst In tbe world. Eating
muat be an awful chore to Dr. Wiley.

A

Chicago man who has been hair-

Sea captain In love with a Maryland maid eloped by mistake with her
twin sister. HoweTor, It's all in the
family.
college professor advises all men

to wear whiskers. Evidently he has
been cut up by a barber and wants to
get even.
We see by the papers that an Indiana girl was hurt playing rootbali.
Evidently she waa training to be a
suffragette.
A Philadelphia clergyman says tbat
no business man can be honest All
isn't gospel that is dealt out from
some pulpits.

New Hampshire manufacturer of
seventy-seve- n
has married a girl bookkeeper, ao his estate will be straightened up properly.
A

If the boxing game continues to
lose its popularity it will soon be
necessary for our boxers to join their
brethren in China.
The man who rocks the boat, having had a chance to rest up a bit. Is
now engaged In dragging the gun
through the bushes.
An Andover professor 'complains
because Harvard men sit up when
they pray, but how be would complain
if tbey eat up to play cards!

college professor announces that
tbe earth will cease revolving In 5321.
Now then some game sport ought te
bet bim a million tbat It won't!
A

Chicago

proposes

to

give all tta

streets names easy to pronounce. But
that won't make any difference with
tbe conductors who call tbem off.
Tbe Chinese emperor Is only a lit
tle feller, but. Judging from tbe way
be writes, he will some day make a
fortune out of the six best seller bust'
neaa
Connecticut grave digger, eighty-fiv- e
years old. celebrated his birthday by digging his own grave. Borne
people have queer Ideas of

Tbe Chinese emperor
thoughts to himself, but

keeps
we

bis

hare a

bunch tbat he Is sighing for an aeroplane, or some other means of rapid
locomotion.

The young fellow In Massachusetts
who has reached the age of 21 without having klased a girl may be a
virtuous youth, but It strikes ua tbat
his early education has been
The earth, we are told, will be
habitable for the next 10.000,000
years This announcement will cause
a feeling of relief among those who
bave been thinking of leasing apartments on Mart.

burglar entered a house In
New York the other day and stole five
volumes of poetry.
Perhaps tbey
were wanted for Mona Lisa to help
her while away the days of her
A

writer In tbe Lowell Courier-Pitizebas deservedly got Into trouble by saying that Germans traveling
In Europe are "too often unmitigated
swine." Cor 'erlng the behavior of
A

n

two many Americana
abroad, no
American should throw stones at any
traveler of any other nationalty.

at

.

pocr
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ui tun wvmti ir.v
jiau.
According to this new idea, education is not
merely receiving but giving; not learning alone but
d
and open- doing. The educated man is
minded, quick to respond to influences from without,

i

open-eye-

'i

v

culture.

A

a

iim
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Once more tailors and coal dealers ,
are taking some Interest In life. Also lorraing
trade In thermometers Is brisk again.

less for BO years now has a full beard,
easy as a pork millionaire acquiring

i

began and to end with school or college graduation. After that
a new existence began, called "life."
According to the modern idea, education is life, of which
the school work is but a part. It begins with life; it is never
jini'shed. It is a gradual change wrought in the mind by the
action of the mind itself and can never cease.
llie world of things and of people is the chief means of education,
The flowers, the birds, the changing of the seasons, the experiences of life
and the people we meet set'at work the powers of thought and feelin"
n
and will, and by this work a man is educated.
The necessities of life by stimulating to thought and exertion educate,
Because a man must hav fond and rlnHina
1,
anA .eliUor
i
. v.i
-- . k;i, ...
iiinob wuuit
aiiu
work.
and
and
Hand
and
brain
are
trained together. Therefore
plan
eye
the skilled artisan is an educated man.
The unknown in nature stimulates some men. To uncover nature's
secrets requires keen and patient observation and a genius for hard work.
Hence, discoverers and inventors are educated men.
But the most important part of education comes from intercourse
mm uir.
ui omc im
muiauvu m lore buu amy ana
semce.
The actions of people stimulate imitation and emulation. By these
rom observation of the character of people
men grow m power and skill.
men form ideals of character for themselves and are transformed therebv.
consummate educative- nower
in flirisMAnifvfh
Herein lies the
i
i
vv uiiii
--

Sometimes a man goea tbrougb Ufe
as a dictator and aometlmea be mar
ries bis stenographer.

t

1.

iiiuns m miuiiiviixi,
luhiention is an individual matter. .No two men
can lie educated alike in manner or deem. Thev re.
apond to different influences and grow in different
ways. One liecomes educated bv way of schools and
colleges and life, another by life alone. The measure
of a man's education is the measure of his use in the
ao

11c
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Administration.

MOIT TIMILY.

The audited revenues were I23T.I79.- $237,
Tbe initial message of the president 823.60. (he audited expenditures
after
the
and
648.926.C8,
surplus,
to congress was devoted exclusively to
all losses. 1219.118.12. This is
the antitrust statute. The president s
time since the fiscal year 1883
first
the
view 'of the situation with regard to
con
m hlfln t IntlS that the postal service has been
1,a ....... u.l,.n
Illnml
to
the
net
govern
ducted
at
a
profit
is that the statute of 1890 Is vlndlcatment. In 24 months tbe conduct of
tag luelf. It Is recognized that early
the postal service has resulted In
changing a deficit of $17,479,770.47 for
the fiscal year 1909 to a surplus of
reKniaht case especially seemed to
1911.
mlt t0 tne atatea old power with re 1219,118.12 for the fiscal year
1911 there
fiscal
the
year
During
"a lo Pi'm,8l"K inB ev"8 Vl u"r were 81,906,027 domestic money or
iuc uini5i
nopoiisuc organization,
revenues the error of that iudament. ders Issued, aggregating $590,034,international
and
4,060,413
432.52,
but holds that it has been corrected
money orders Issued, aggregating $96,'
rbe
by further decl8,on8- In
Oil and tobacco cases especially are 681,211.85. The ratio of increase or
International
number
of
money
the
.
ef.
and
BrinoA
.hn.m, ,irnti,
in foreign
fectlve means of abolishing the wrong ders Issued for payment
was not as great by 15 per
pow countries
without destroying the. .legitimate
. . tv,a cent, as it was one year ago.
.
. ,
,
TTT .
In addition to the data usually fur
forms of dissolution adopted In the
nished
relative to revenues, expenditwo cases the messnge seems rather
tures and appropriations, the post of
optimistic.
fice department is, for the first time
It Is, however, true that If the com In
Its history, furnished with a state,
com
new
of
or
the
stockholders
panies
ment of its financial condition show
com
panles created by reorganization
at the
bine or attempts to combine to main ing the assets and liabilities state
.
. U .. ...Ill Ka HahlA close of the fiscal year. This
I
I. ...
ment shows that. In addition to the
fcr contempt against the present do- - funds in
the bands of postmasters and
uu
cree or to fine and Imprisonment
more than $3,000,000 is held by
others,
der fre8h proceedings. If, therefore, the treasurer and
assistant treasurers
of
the
United
for tbe use of the
States
persistent and vigilant In enforcing postal service, and that more than $6,
method
dissolution
the decrees the
400,000 is similarly held for use of the
will turn out to have accomplished its
money order service.
purpose.
A verv tlmelv word Is said by the
Built Up Under Protection.
president in answer to the claim that
The
youngest Industry of Its slxe In
th8 8,atute ,B Indefinite and that men
the United States is that of the elec
e
years ago
,aw. unwlttinalv do some act that tric railways. Twenty-fivwas
Now
a
it
dream.
tbe companies
brlnas them under its penalties. "The

TT.

Cause
Of
Many
Contagious
Diseases

e.

"I found the poor creature strayln'
the road, me lord, an' waa just
drlvln" It home," pleaded the accused.
"Can you read?" asked his lordship,
"A little, me lord."
"You ton Id not have been ignorant,
then, that the sheep belonged to your
aa
landlord, Sir Oarnett
bis brand, 'O. F. M.,' was on the ani
mal."
"True for ye, me lord, but sure I
on

Fltz-Maurlc- e,

1

thought the letters meant
Mutton!'"

im

n
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antl-tru-

ut

anti-tarif-

Appeal
Is Made
for
Better
Morals

An account of the manner in which the
Manchus were massacred at Hankow, China, greatly impressed me. To make sure
of the identity of their victims tho Chinese
rebels hit upon the difference in the Chinese
and Manchu pronunciation and compelled
the victim to count, and when he pronounced the numeral 6 in the Manchu manner death descended upon him. Thus was
the Trord "Liushiliu," the Chinese for
"six.' made to serve as judge and executioner.
BERNSTEIN
By B. O.
This event recalls to my mind part of
chapter 12 of the books of Judges in the
Old Testament If reads as follows : "Then said they unto him, say now
shibboleth and he said sibboleth, for he could not frame to pronounce it
right. Then they took him and slew him at the passages of Jordan; and
there fell at that time forty and two thousand."
It seems peculiar that this ghastly act of hundreds of years ago should
be repeated in the twentieth century.

Payne-Aldrlc-

endowed with a "knowledge of good
and evil" and capable of applying the
"rule of reason" to their conduct.
New York Journal of Commerce.

Name the Policy.
optimist,
Speaker
Champ Clark, says In a recent Interview: "My general Impression Is that
the Republicans are more split than
they have ever been, and the Demo- crats are more thoroughly united than
they bave been at any time since
1892." On what? On the Clark policy
annexation?
Buffalo
Canadian
of
Commercial.

Tbat

cheerful

ncuni.nB

A Prophecy.

that within the next five
years, the tariff In the United States
will be taken entirely out of politics,
and that the combined principles of
proiecuuu tuiu inuu tuiiuuismuu win
established that
be so thoroughly
every rational citizen win iook dbcr
with amazement at the methods which
bave hitherto prevailed. American
We predict

Wool and Cotton Reporter.

'
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The Lingering Kind.
Young Lady Guard, will I have
time to say good-bto my friends?
Guard Afraid not, miss. This train
leaves In two hours and a half. Sa
cred Heart Kevlew.
y

Exact Description.
"My brother has JuBt got a snap of
a Job."

"What Is it?"
"Setting traps."
Dr. Pierce's Pleatuint. Pelleta nxnilnta
snd invigorate itomach, liver and bowels.
tinv sranulp. av tn tilt
Do not gripe.
Susar-COSte-

"No woman ever requires another
woman to tell her when a man ad
mires her." Rachel Sweet
Smile on wnnh dnr. Tlmt' wlin vnu
Blue. Clothe whiter

u! Red l.'roM HaK
than xnow. All

srocen.

And one touch of fashion makes a
lot of women look like freaks.

Make the Liver

w

Lflltv

y

Carters

digetta'on,

Sick
U

l

n:.. '
nlnintoii
and Uwait

Tract lcally every newspaper
every Dubllc or buslneiw m0
standlnp enough to expect to be
quoted uut nas a positive conviction
'hat something should be done with
and about the trusts Nobody seems
to favor a
policy. And
tnere are a dozen
poll
u,uv,nwu. uei ua repeat, In a
v
of
counsel there Is safety."
multiple
no saiety eitner In
"ere
Jumping
at conclusions or declaring that your
Pan is tne oniy one tbat will work- .ot. Joe Gazette
well-define-

i

rusts,

to Mothers

important
Examine
carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
infants and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of UZaAfifffiCTZs
in use ror uver so Years.
Children Crv for Fletcher' f!natori

iakilks

tion would bring wages down or close
American shoe factories up. Norwich
(Conn.) Bulletin.
i

Baltimore French.
bonlface tells of a
city who lately an
nounced that he had taken up the
study of the French language.
"Do you find It necessary here?"
asked tbe patron to whom the man
confided this bit of Information.
"Not here, sir," explained the wait
er; "but I ve been offered a steady
job in Paris at one of the hotels If I
can learn French."
"But Paris Is full of French wait
ers," said the patron. "Im afraid
you're being deceived."
"No, sir," said the man, with much
earnestness and absolute simplicity.
"The proposition's a straight one. The
proprietor of the hotel says that the
waiters he has can't understand
French as we Baltlmoreans speak lt,
and that's what he wants me for, you
see." Llpplncott's.

?
Nine times in ten whm
h tt
u
right the stomach and bowels ana right
LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gentlybutfirmly
p
pei a tazv
do its dutv.
Cures Con.
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The farmers' free list Includes footwear from abroad, where wages are
from $5 to $7.50 a week against $15
to $25 in this country. Such competi-

"Mr. Bryan has his eye oh the presi
dency." But William Is too shrewd
to have any money on lt.

'Good

He Knew Her Well.
"Now, old man, make yourself com
fortable and let's talk over the good
old times. We haven't seen each oth
er since we were boys together. I
told you I was married, didn't IT By
the way, did you ever live in Palnes- vllle?"
"Yes, I lived there three years."
"Ever meet Miss Katlsh?"
"Ha! ha! Why, I was engaged to
her! But that's nothing all the fellows in my crowd were engaged to
her at one time or another. I see
you've lived In Palnesvllle. Why did
you ask about her, in particular?
Come confess?"
"Why, I er I married her,"

...

-

History
Repeats
Itself In
Chinese
Uprising

Read It Differently,
was charged with stealing a
sheep belonging to Sir Oarnett
A mnn

M"

I

&m.

e7i

Puffman Sir, I am a self-ma- d
man!
Illunt By George! You look like
tho kind of man you'd be apt te
make!

'In

-

tt.

leiertf Mad Under fUeubiUaft

tal as to enable them to suppress com- - $150,000,000 a year. That Is an aver
of $600 for each employe. There Is
petition, control prices and establish age
not
a sane niann the United States
fdn An nnt
mAnnnnlv thaav knnn,' It
who
will claim that that could bave
It
do ,uch a thing without having
been possible In a free trade country
exact
is
in
the
mind."
That
clearly
no more than 90,000,000
truth; and lt may be a'lded tbereV containing
people, even though It were admitted
luai me rem cuuipiaiui. is uu. lum v that
the people as a whole would have
inuocent
wrongdoing if
penallzes
world.
we may Imagine such a paradox but been fairly prosperous under free
that it Inclusively prohibits tbe aim of trade; for Instance, as prosperous aa
the people of England are now. There
suppressing competition.
Is nothing on which to base an estiDiphtheria and other contagious and
and
stated
the Importance
Having
mate
that that tremendous new busi
almost all infectious diseases are caused value of what has been established,
ness
have been developed In
would
and
no
sees
objection
from fermenting of the stomach, which ex- the president
this
under an industrial sys
country
decided advantages "In the
tends to the bowels. These epidemics re- - concedes
enactment of a law which Bhall de tem different from protective tariff. No
salt from a change in the atmosphere, scribe and denounce methods of com- - other country has anywhere near ap
in pro
which results in a partial closing of the Petition which are unfair and are proximated that development
More
to
Its
than
portion
population.
debadges of the unlawful purpose
:uu
1UU1
".'
us uuuv.
Uouneed In the
law." He 10.000,000,000 fares are taken on the
It is estimated that there are 3 therefore outlines a system of volun trolley cars in a year. That means a
income of $440,000,000 a year on
ounces of effete and worn-omatter and tary federal charters, with a federal gross
which run 750,000 cars
1,250
railways,
and
corporation commission, defining
on 350,000 miles of track. And that is
gases from the body of an adult each day,
acts
or
Bets
of
acts
prohibiting specific
and from children in proportion.
that are unlawful, all to be supplemen- - all new business in a quarter of a cen
tury. The estimate of men in the In
When
the
bv
skin
contracts
Br L.H. DIL'MMOND, II. D.
chilly winds tar' t0 the general law and to aid in dustry !b that the carrying capacity of
not
to
its
take
but
:
its
iv.
uck pv.m . uu. .mpumu-- are returned anai placeenforcement,
or narrow lt8 general pronlD,, the electric roads will be more than
doubled In the next 25 years, provided
laicen up Dy tne circulation and in eight tions.
the
country goes on with its prosperity
minutes the entire blood is contaminated, when these epidemics begin
and does not have to haul up on the
The Corporstlon Tax.
even in warm weather fires should be built in school houses and residences
sidings and wait for the free trade pro
The report of the commissioner of cession to
wherever the disease exists, so as to change the atmosphere to a normal
Its hot alf energy.
Internal revenue shows that the cor Worcester expend
Telegram.
condition, as well as to keep adults and children warm. Children should poration tax brought In $33,405,851 in
be well dressed eurly and not have their little limbs bare to their knees till tho fiscal year ending with June 30
Tariff on Meats.
last. In that period 7,712 new corpo
winter.
A cent and a half a pouud is all that
to
the tax,
rations became subject
These and other hygienic measures followed, there would probably bringing the number up to 270,202 with Buiiiua uvineeu us unu lire uuu IU U1H
lie far less epidemics, less anxiety and alarm, and very much less "stamp-n- a capital stock aggregating $67,886,- Canadian, Australian and other foreign
430,519. The aggregate net Income of meats that are supposed to be shut
out" of disease and a very greut financial relief to communities.
these companies was $3,360,250,642. out. Yet the prices of these products
This is an increase of $234,564,641 in a fluctuate far more than a cent and a
f
half, up and down. The
agiI wonder if the average man or woman year.
It will be recalled that the corpora tators go so far as to say tbe extoroften considers the absence or moral con- tion tax was bitterly fought because tionate prices are caused by this tar
victions of today? Our whole political, lt would put hobbles on business, iff. Some of them even stoop to mis
by denying that the
social and everyday life is becoming so cause the abandonment of the Joint representation law reduced
the tariff
stock scheme tor the partnership
corrupt and immoral that it is disgusting. scheme, turn corporations into Insti at all. But lt did reduce it by 25 per
The divorce evil has become so great tutions the principal product of which cent., which is one of the reasons the
and, after all that, fall farmers of the west are so dissatisfied
that some of our most prominent educa- would beinlies
income enough to warrant with It. Brooklyn Standard Union.
to bring
tors and statesmen are trying to find c tbe levy.
Fairness to Sherman Law.
Time docs play the mischief with
solution for the problem, for problem it
If the (Sherman) law falls of its ob
prophets.
is, and thus preserve the Americar
ject, after trial, then repeal or amend
home.
ment would be In order. To throw
Knows
One
Plan.
Only
Party
a statute Intended to cor
overboard
There
is
and
one
PATTERSON
A.
that
23
E.
com
Not one of the
only
remedy,
By
investigating
mittees which were constituted in the rect admitted evils, without first put
is to begin at the root.
house during the extra ses ting it to the test, Is like hangtng a
It is for us, the living generation of Democratic
man for murder without actual proof
sion, with the hope that they would
that
the murdered man is not still
Godwomen
tomorrow
into
and
to
the
men
the
instill
of
cam
for
nose
out
valuable
young
today,
something
alive. Philadelphia Record.
find
a
uses
has
made
next
which
year,
so
and
characterized
who
paign
our
qualities
fearing courage
grandfather",
that is worth mentioning by a stump
put this country in the foremost ranks of the great nations of the world. orator even out In Oklahoma or down
'Fair Method of Procedure.
Let us "try out" the anti trust law
We have a great future before us, but we cannot enter into the strug- in Texas. But the Democratic party
tor a while, but let ua remember that
gle and maintain our position without the high ideals which are essentia) never learns by experience. The Dem It
applies not to machines or lifeless
will
continue
doubtless
house
ocratic
to happiness.
organizations, but to men presumably
to play politics, even unto Its finish.
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The auditor for the post office department, Chariot A. Kram, has subIvlls of Monoael'stls Organliatlen mitted to the postmaster general his
Curbetf Without Injury te Lealtl
annual report showing the financial op
orations of the post office department
mate ajusinets System Worthy
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1911.
ef Consideration Outllntd.
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the patrolman from what would unCHAPTER XXIV.'
tree was promulgated, the effect of
doubtedly have been a foolhardy act
which Is that none of those unhsppy
The story opens with
scream from of courage. Hastily breaking his rerltt Shows His Hand.
captives Is to see the light of dsy unDorothy March In the opera box of Mre.
Mlssloner, a wealthy widow, It is oc- volver open, he made a swift examtil the diamond is returned to its place
Following the talk between Brits
casioned when Mre. Missloner's necklace ination of the cartridge, saw that Its
In Buddha'a forehead.
The temple and Manning In the office of the chief
breaks, scattering the diamonds all over
the floor. Curtis Orlawold and Bruxton rim was not dented by the hammer,
was draped in the mourning colors of of detectives, the lieutenant hastened
which
for
Bands, society men In love with Mrs. Misand, concluding an accident
the east, and those colors still deck to his own room, where Fitch was
sioned (ether up the gems, drlswold the shell was not to blame had prei
steps on what la supposed to be tie celeIts lonely walls. No true believer's awaiting him. He excused himself to
brated Maharanee and crushes It. A Hin- vented an explosion, set the chamber
foot may be seen within Its portals the physician and entered a telephone
doo declares It was not the genuine. An once
This
more, and fired again.
while the great stone Is missing. The booth at the far end of his office in
expert later pronounces all the stones
substitutes for the original. One of the time a crack followed. The great
brethren of the priesthood languish which he was accustomed to conduct
missing diamonds Is found In the room cobra shot Into the air, and then fell
of Elinor Holcomb, confidential companIn dungeons, hoping against hope that his more private wire conversations.
ion of Mrs. Mlssloner. She Is arrested, squirming to the floor. Its colls unBuddha may manifest his mercy by Through the glass of the silence partinotwithstanding Mrs. Missloner's belief
in her innocence. Detective Brlti takes bent as at full length It writhed in Its
the gem to be regained and tion, Fitch saw the detective's eyes
causing
of death agony. Brits leaped to the far
up the case. He asks the
replaced upon his brow. Untended,
sparkle as he listened to what the-maDr. Fitch, Elinor's fiance. In running side of the
a
seized
book
heavy
table,
down the real criminal. Brits learns that
the
at the other end of the wire was
sits
unworshlped,
his
god
upon
duplicates of Mrs. Missloner's diamonds and hurled it on the serpent's head.
throne within the shrine, waiting for saying. While Brits still was talking,
were made In Paris on the order of That soon ended the reptile's strugthe restoration of his own."
Elinor Holcomb. While walking Brlta is
Manning came in, glanced Inquiringly
Ised, bound and gagged by Hindoos. He gles; but the doctor, brave enough unMrs. Mlssloner was thrilled by the at the doctor, and settled himself In
imprisoned in a deserted house, but
conwas
not
der
ordinary conditions,
Makes ills escape. Brlta discovers an innarrative. She was somewhat at a a big chair as If for a further and
sane diamond expert whom he believes tent until with a dagger-lik- e
paper cutloss,
however, to account for the depth more protracted Interview with bis
d
was employed by either Bands or
ter he snatched from the table he
of the Swami's interest in the recapable lieutenant.
to make counterfeits of the Mlssloner gems. Two Hindoos burglarise the severed the snake's head from Its
ture
of
diamond.
the
"How does it look to yon, doctor,
Until
he
great
home of Sands and are captured by Brits.
unfolded his story further, she did not now?" said the Chief of Fitch, eyeing
On one of them he finds a note signed twisting body.
Brits, Fitch and the patrolman took
by "Mllllcent" and addressed to "Curtis."
know how personal that Interest was.
him closely meanwhile.
Brits locates a woman named Mllllcent deep breaths as they stood on the
"It looked for awhile as if we had
"How does this affect you?" she
been
to
has
whom
Delaroche,
Qrlswotd
porch. The detective lost little time
attentions. The Swamt
run
Into a hornets' nest," Fitch anasked.
should
be
?eyinga marked
at
such
"Why
you
ball at Mrs. Missloner's home, but in
and after hurto
find and restore the diamond? swered.
learns nothing further about the dia- riedrecuperating, though,
pains
Instructions to the bluecoat, he
monds. Brits disguised as a thief, visits
And to return these other stones to
"Pretty exciting experience you had
the apartment of Mllllcent. He finds a and the doctor Jumped Into the coupe.
me?"
box that once contained the missing
uptown, eh?" The Chief laughed.
to
The
climbed
uniformed
patrolman
monds, but It Is empty. The detective
"You will need no further explana"Well. Just a little," said the doctor.
concludes that the Hindoos have antlcl- - the box, turning the horse's
head
"One doesn't expect to encounter a
ssld
the
In the recovery of the Jewels,
tion,
him
with
madam,"
scholar,
Kited
their quarters and has an ex- westward. He drove the weary brute
brown
utmost courtesy, "when I tell you that cobra in a
at high speed to a taxicab stand,
alting experience with a snake.
stone front."
In
the
lie
who
that
Eastern
priests
where the detective and physician en"Think the hunt Is getting any
prison are my brethren."
CHAPTER XXII. Continued.
A Metallic JSIIck iroke the Suspense.
tered a horseless vehicle In which
"But how is It you are not among closer?"
they were whirled to Headquarters,
"Brits seems to think so. His opinthem?"
True enough. The fifth bullet had where Brits had a short but Imporion
carries weight with me."
of
a
so
In
is
sloner
had
not
this
far
from
of
between
the
cultivated
"By
that
special
dispensation1
taping,
jaws
being impossible
part
mercy
passed
tant conference with the Chief.
"No doubt, in your mind, he will
of the world.
It Is the strict truth. Nor was the on the part of the Maharajah," be anthe reptile and taken off the greater
"When Ave years, as you cstch the thief, then?" asked the
He waited until she waa close to theft the only crime of which the man swered.
part of that darting scarlet thread
CHAPTER XXIII. '
as neatly as a sharp Instrument could
the hearthrug before he turned, and was guilty. In stealing that Jewel, he count them, had flown and still the Chief.
"Thief, or thieves," said the medical
diamond was missing when all the
committed a dreadful sacrilege."
snuff a candle. While the wound
said with a profound bow:
'
man
Visiter.
Mrs.
Missloner's
quietly. "I am convinced he will
servants
other
of
snake,
to
the
doubtless caused agony
the kingdom had
Mrs. Mlssloner waa so overcome by
"Madam, my intrusion is excused
soon or late, If they're
run
down
them
Mrs. Mlssloner. after the ball, took by the fact that I can restore your her emotions that she was obliged, In searched India, the rest of the Orient,
It did not lessen Us anger. The pol
face of the earth."
on
the
d
Its
fag-enanywhere
in
even
and
In
and
It.
His
for
of
a
the
Europe
Jewels."
bridge party,
Majesty
fangs remained
spite of her Intention, to sit down,
"Thank you. doctor," Brits Inter"Is It possible!" she exclaimed.
and therefore to extend to her visitor relented far enough to direct that
mouth, and the cutting oft of Its stayed so late that when she returned
"It Is more than possible. It Is a an Invitation to be seated also, before the Imprisoned priests choose one of rupted, coming out of the booth.
tongue swelled Its fury to the ultimate to her home the east was striped with
dawn, and the maid who had waited fact accomplished,"
he answered. she could get herself well enough In their number to girdle the earth tn "Your confidence Is not misplaced.
degree
Brlti dropped the pistol on the chif- up for her was sleeping soundly In a Taking from an Inner pocket a pack- hand to follow the Swami's nsrratlve quest of the stone. I, being the young- The thieves are as good as caught
.
est of the priesthood, was selected for now."
fonier and thrust both hands In bis chair. The widow was not yet dis- age In silk tissue, he extended It calmly.
looked
task'.
an
For
the
up with an air of
been
the
Manning
had
slumber.
It
theVords:
for
themselves,
with
toward
posed
her
priests
"That diamond," continued the sage,
pockets.
"Up a tree for fair," he said. "Noth exciting night. Her fancy had been
"You will And In this parcel, madam, "once blazed In the forehead of the though prisoners of woe, are more surprise.
"Yes." continued Brits, addressing
In
more doing in the artillery line." stimulated so greatly by her brief all the diamonds of your necklace, great Buddha, In the Temple of Delhi. concerned to have the stain wiped out
talk with the Swaml In the ballroom with the exception of the largest
"That was your last cartridge?
It was revered by thousands, hundreds than to return to the world from his chief, "I've Just been talking to
Brits bent his head affirmatively. that she was unable to turn it from the Maharanee."
of thousands, by millions, as- the most which they have been exiled. They Gordon. Had him out all day on a
out to he the right
An expression of slow wrath gathered the mysterious Oriental history of
"But the big diamond of the whole sacred work or the god; for tradition chose the youngest that the searcher special trail. Turns
torce In the Headquarters man's face, the Maharanee diamond. She knew necklace the Maharanee!" cried Mrs. says It was the undisputed property might have as long a time as nature lead. We know where the second
batch of thieves can be found after
as he stared at the swaying serpent no more of the Jewel's past, than she Mlssloner. "How did you find these or Buddha himself when he walked permitted to carry out the quest."
The Swaml paused an Instant, and the next hour or so."
such a short distance below. One had related to the sage, for her hus- and not find that?"
the earth In his latest Incarnation."
"Where are they?" asked Manning
eould see he was angry enough to band had not acquainted her with all
Mrs. Missloner's lips were parted. then continued:
"I have not said that I did not retake the desperate chance of spring the details connected with his acquisi- cover it," said the Swaml. "On the Her eyes were Axed upon the Orien"So you see that not only do a hun- eagerly.
"I'll take you to them, Chief," Brlta
dred human lives hang upon the reIng from his perch and trying to tion of It. Something in the Swamt's contrary, I confess to you that I tal's In the Intensity of her Interest.
"II
utt iIm'I
I'll - ft.
.ntll
At JVU
I CTJJ
UVII I. nUi
MA1UW, 1 ,1
of
turn
strike the cobra with his heels, or, manner caused her to regArd the stone gained possession of the Maharanee
to
that
Jewel
the
single
place
"One night," the sage went on,
a
I can
wait
whlie
to
belittle
until
you
She
more
with
less
or
aversion.
the
It
neck,
was
by
stolen, but that the
at the time when I got these; but It "when a bund of militant priests as- whence it
ratling that, seizing
so. Meanwhile, let's gather up the
seeking to throttle It. The Instinct of gan to doubt the purity of Its record. must not, cannot, be restored to you." signed to guard the shrine of Buddha faith, the religion, the very hope of do
was Fond though she was of gems, even
however,
"I am grateful for what you have in the great. Delhi temple relaxed Its eternity of millions of persons, are loose ends."
"Do you mean you have solved the
stronger than rage. Brits was willing to the point of being a Jewel worship- done," the widow said gently; "but I vigilance, a sacrilegious wretch on equally dependent upon it. Until the
Mlssloner
fulfillshe
to
was
American
In
her
the
life
fingerer,
his
mystery?" Fitch Inquired,
in
risk
to
Buddha's
am unable to understand your atti- whose head be all the curses of all gem gleams again
enough
brow,
can be trembling slightly as he reflected
ing of his duty, so long as the risk tips, and would shrink In terror from tude In regard to the missing stone. the centuries! made his way Into no prayer for redemption
meant a fighting chance to him. He any bauble that came to her stained Why should I not have that, too? It the heart of the' sacred building, and breathed with any hope of response what the answer might mean to the
woman of his heart.
was too sensible absolutely to throw with the tiniest drop of human blood. Is mine."
wrested the diamond from the brow in the most remote part of the
"There isn't any mystery now,"
Can
his life away, and something told him She had loved her husband In a
won
said
In
the
kingdom.
you
"Madam,"
the of the god. That he was not blasted Maharajah's
Oriental,
"There
that in spite of all the courage in the way; at any rate, she had always re- courtliest way, "I would not for the In his trscks by the lightning of divine der that I would sell life itself to Brits responded cheerily.
hasn't been any In my mind for sevspected and admired him. It seemed world say anything to disturb your wrath proves that the mind of the achieve this task?"
world, no man would have an appreciMrs. Mlssloner did not wonder. She eral hours."
able percentage of opportunity In a Impossible he would be a party to faith in your husband. There Is no god at that moment was shrouded in
"Let's have It!" exclaimed the Chiel
between her hands the packet
battle at close quarters with so ven- wrongdoing. Yet she could not shake need of doing so. Your faith Is
clasped
benefit
of
his
chilfor
the
meditation
Impatiently.
a
off
of
whenever
must
sensation
she
dread
he
Yet
get
the
other stones of her
Mr. MUsloner, when he said dren. The stone was missed at dawn. containing
omous a serpent.
Just for an instant Brlti stiffened
out of that house. 'He felt he was the remembered how intimately the Jewel that, thought he was telling the truth. Within the hour, armed men were necklace, and gated dreamily Into the
his excellently controlled exunder
snows
had
who
in
the
of
nestled
force
Are.
her
on
the
man
as
well
throat, Unfortunately for you,
as for scouring the city for the apostate
police
only
"What Is It, then, you wish?" she terior. He believed in discipline. He
oould be sure of heeding off the Ori- and rivaled the brightness of her eyes. many others, he was not speaking the thief. No trace of him was found.
entals. In that very moment they Could it be she had worn a gem whose truth. The renegade who sold that The Maharajah of that kingdom, lax asked. "What can I do for you? Is was known favorably to bla superiors
from the commissioner down for the
!
might be beyond the city's limits, Are was more suited to the glow of an Jewel to your husband did not buy It though he had been In certain ob- It a question of a reward?"
obedience and respect he alwaye
Inferno
to
a
for
Eden
In
than
of
the
"Not
had
he
did
not
He
said
Maharanee.
It
a
that
too
was
from
the
pursued
good
the
of
Swaml
true
sense,"
a
servances
the
booty
buy
faith,
bearing
But there lurked bee
woman's loveliness?
from anyone. He stole It!"
son of the Temple to let the careless quickly. "I want no recompense for showed them.
weeks. It was more than his
hla departmental sense of duty
neath
widow
with
to
a
shoulders
that
his
"Stole
which
a
her
the
about
could stand. He gave rein to
cried,
it!"
you
order
.
returning
go
By
soft,
Drawing
unpunished.
belongs
I
V
priests
.L . I
..I.
his anger, and for the first time in all warm shawl, she took a seat at a win little wail in her voice. "Impossible!" they were seized, a hundred of them, to you. Those stones are yours. It mo iuujciiueai f ui a wan woo ten
on
he
own
could
stand
his
two
always
the doctor's acquaintance with him he dow in her boudoir and sat gazing into
"Pardon me once more, madam. It and thrown Into prison. A royal de- - would be as wicked for me to keep
them, according to the light of my feet, and that he could work alone, it
swore hard and fast and long. His a sky pink and gray with daybreak,
diffifaith, as in the moral intelligence of need be, to accomplish the most
flow of profanity stopped as suddenly trying to solve her real feelings In
cult task. His impulse of revolt lastone
drew
uo
He
um
a
of
i
commenced.
to
the
want
the Mahara
as It had
yuurs.
reward in a ed
recovery
regard
scarce a second's space, however,
way. I ask your permission to return
hand from his pocket, and slowly, as nee diamond. She was In the midst
and with a military salute that per
to
I
his
to
native
trust
when
and
my
senses,
she
dared
land,
of
her
meditation
heard
the
If he hardly
request that haps was meant to remind him of
you cause all further efforts to reheld up his fingers and looked at what faint ringing of a bell 'at the other end
Manning's rsnk, he slid into bis recover the big diamond to end at once."
they clasped. Then he held the ob- of her big house. In a little while.
chair and looked Intently at
volving
I
"How
can
do
that?" Inquired the
ject out trlumphantl for the physi- a footman rapped on the door of her
first one and then the other of the
widow.
cian to see. It was a loaded cartridge boudoir. It awakened her maid, and
"The matter is now In the hsnda of men. who waited tensely for his
forgotten when last he emptied bis the girl, her eyes swollen with sleep,
the police. You can say truthfully words.
pockets of their supply or extra am- approached the widow with a card
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
to the police," the Swaml replied,
inscribed
with
munition!
bearing no name, but
"that your diamonds have been re"We'll make no miss with (his one," the message:
How Artificial Purs Are Made.
turned to you; that you are satisfied
"It Is Important that I be permitted
said the sleuth. "Don't you think you
The raw pieces are frozen and the
with the explanation of their disapto see you at once."
ean use it better, doc?"
skin carefully shaved off, thawed and
that accompanied
pearance
At such an hour?
Mrs. Mlssloner
their send to the tanneries to be made Inte
"No," said Fitch, "I am not in your
restoration, and that you wish all leather. The frozen fur which reclass when It comes to snuffing out was astonished by the request. Who
further activity on the part of the mains is allowed to thaw
serpents' tongues. You may fire when could her early visitor be? Surely no
slightly at
authorities to cease."
one In her own circle or acquaintances
you are ready, lieutenant."
the bottom, so that a small part of thi
"I will consider It."
the empty would venture upon such a liberty. If
Brits grinned, shook
balr is freed from ice. This thawed
"I trust your consideration will not
shells out of the revolver, slipped the it were a question of life or death,
portion Is then covered with a solucover
many hours." said the" Swaml.
full cartridge Into one of the cham- there was still the telephone. Secretion of rubber, which Is allowed to set
rising. "If you come to a" decision
bers and twirled It until It paralleled cy was Indicated by the attempt of
The result Is that large seamless
quickly and a favorable one. you will pieces of fur are obtained much
the barrel. Then, once more using the person to see her face to face.
avert a very strong possibility of
his arm as a rest, he took careful aim, Haste breathed In every word of the
cheaper than thoae which come with
bloodshed."
and was about to pull the trigger, scholarly scrawl. Mrs. Mlssloner was
the natural skin. These same artifiMrs. Mlssloner started.
when the door was flung open and the not ultraconventional. hut the request
cial furs are said to be more lasting
"The Maharanee diamond, as you than the
uniformed policeman stood on the for an interview at that time of day
are tsa
real, becauae
call It, is In the keeping of my col- oune from the attacks of they
an hour that almost might be called
threshold.
motha.
league," the Swaml continued. "That
"Well," ssld the bluecoat, "excuse a time of night was beyond the scope
man Brlti, the detective from Head
me for butting in, but I thought some- of even her liberal views. However,
Dumas Quiet Rebuke.
i.il- - rt
u..
quarters, who has been most active
T...t..
curiosity conquered, as It has been dothing might have"
in the hunt for your necklace, is close went to
Fitch checked him with an upraised ing In the cases of women. Jewels, snd
where
Hugo reGuernsey,
upon his heels. It Is Impossible for ceived him kindly, and took bim te
hand, and the patrolman's eyes al- apples since the world began, and she
my comrade to escape from the city breakfast on a veranda overlooking
most burst In their sockets as, lower- Informed her msid she would see the
unless
saw
In
he
the
the
you. express a desire to have the ocean It did not take Dumas long
visitor
his
library.
gase,
ing
the police cordon now surrounding us tc discover that Hugo waa
She controlled her eAgerness for
death covered by the Headquarters
already
withdrawn. He will not give up the posing as the proscribed
man's pistol. For a second's space, understanding of the request, neverprophet, and
while
Jewel
a
tn
he
men
so
Then
moved.
well
when
that
retains
leisurethe
a
of
none
the three
theless,
slightest when the poet said, with an Olympian
spark of life with which to light for it. wave of his hand: "You nee me, my'
metallic click broke the suspense, ly way she reached the hlg room on
And neither will he stop at what your dear Dumas, on my rock of exile ilk
only to leave It In another Instant the main floor, the visitor was already
phase of civilization would call mur- the proscribed
more taut than ever as all three re- within it. He stood at a window lookone of antiquity."
der, If it becomes at all necessary for "Never mind." said Dumaa, with hla
alised the cartridge had missed fire. ing into a street and shielding himthe defense of the stone."
mouth full, "the butter la far better
The bluecost's hand reached for his self behind a curtain from chance
A little shudder ran through Mrs. here than In Paris. There la mo dlav '
though he had glances. As his head waa bare, it was
club.
Mlssloner.
been at first sight of the cobra, he had not until the second glance that she
putlng that"
"I will come for your decision at
the pluck common to the humblest recognized the Swaml. She was not
noon." said the Swaml. "It la the
In Hla Own Defer.
member of "the finest," and he plain- only astonished, but startled by the
safest time for me to pass through
Tb Prisoner at the Bar-No- w,
1
ly meditated taking the serpent from recognition. What could this mysterithe streets, as they are then at their
rer. genu or the Jury. It
the rear. He would not trust to his ous student of the occult want with
busiest. Think well upon my request. got away with aU that awag, Hk
revolver, lest his aim, spoiled by the her? What could possibly be the obto
his
home
her
of
visit
should
If you please, madam.
such
at
Lot not the) they aay I did, d" yer
fly
the
of
I d hart)
ject
situation,
Intensity
was an old acquaintsacred stone go back to Its shrine with hired thia here little 111 lawver t
high and hit one of the two refugees an hour? He
Western blood upon it."
Mrs. Mlssloner Did Not Wonder,
tefead me? Pick.
atop the chiffonier. Rut Brits saved ance In a sense, but one Mrs. MisSYNOPSIS.
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GROCERIES FEED,
FLOUR, MEAL
and Farm Seeds.

A

c'
t
i

CHURCHES.

at

1

.

W. I. Mills, Sunt.. Fe,

Governor

'

N. M.

Nathan Jaifa, Santa

Secretary

'

Fe. N. M.

General

Clancy,

Saau

Frank

W.

Ke, N. M.

Santa
Treasurer M.. A. .Ot-rM.
N.
Fe,
'Suoerintendent Public Instruction
&.

w-iu-

4.

Cararnissionur of Fablic Lands
Robert P; F.rvine, Santa FV
:
N. U.
x"iarne and Fish Warden- - Ian.es
I'. Coble, Santa Fe, N. M. .
Enjjinwr Charlt I). .Miliar, Santa Fe, N. M.
Oletrict Court. Mxtb O'atrKt.
of

Gudalupe, Otero,
Lincoln and Quay.)
"Judge Edward R. Wright, Ali
maRordo, N. M.

postpoivtUe da to ol thw assemblage
until vvirLin :i few Jays of the sixty
tf.iys limit siUowed by the constitution, while it has the heflrty approv- al of many of his political friends
and followers, is a distinct disappointment to many people in Santa
The disapoint- Fp and elsewhere.
jment is especially keen among the
publifc officers and employes at the
capital, since many, if not all of
these men,' will have to work with
out pay until the legislature' meets
and passes the necessary acts providing the funds (or the payroll.
In sofhe cases the employes do
not, know just bow mucri they are
to receive tor their services. It is
said that the governor and other
high officials must postpone the
pleasure of drawing their first salary checks until the legislature con
venes for the very sufficient reason
that there exists no fund from which
the salaries can be paid. While
this state of affairs will doubtless
cause some cosiderable inconvenience to some of the public servants
it is not considered likely that there
will de any resignations ou this
.

... . .

You

tee

It, of Cogrte.

.Preacbinjj every second bundayj
i think," remarked Blggi, "one 0!
f the funniest elgw I ever saw was
at it oclook a. .f.
t
this: 'Teeth Extracted While You
n
Tj
tj
rrinyer service, o ociOCK P. M..
Wart.'- .J
111
it
mi 1L'..'
especially invi'ed; . Higgt laughed long and loudly at
to this praye.r service for the good Ms, "d ahortly afterward ha tried It
of the community.
k,00..
J! A friend of mine," he said, "told
bervice at 2 oclock (slow time) me of a funny sign he had eeen:
on Saturday before the second "Teeth Extracted WblU Tou Walt' '
'
.rfflffted- Sunday. Everybody invited.

1

.

ff

.1,

funny about that?

he asked; "I don't quit
Sunday School each Sabbath at'
'

J.

'

I . Masterson, bupt
V. D. Gkifhths, Sec.

'

catch the

one would bare been enough. The
word 'dentist' covers the whole
Sun- - f ground.
Every dentist Is supposed to
Pult teetn'- -

s

t

Ha! Ha! Ha!"

P'

-

Excuse That Held Water.
"Walter." roared th diner.
. The waiter looked intently out ot
WW LODOEa '
the window, pretending he hadn't
The A. II. Ti A. niA'ta each 2nd and heard. The diner had already com-- '
plained of his chop and his chips and
4th Wednesday evenings.
j'hfs napkin, and Alphonse had had
about enough of him.
R. H. Wilkin, Preb.

II.

B. Korn, Sec.

-

ritory. Tbe true country la tli Ideal
to which it gives birth; It la the
thought of love, tho sense of
Which unites In on all sons
of the territory. JorepU Maszlnl.
com-mucjo-

r

'

C. F. MARDEN

General Merchandise
O D R TJ Gr S

c,

5taple and Fancy Groceres.

n.

Sentinel I$ per Year.
AJL1L

Newspapers,

Physician

&

Surgeon,

The inierurban trolley car about Office Sutton Building, M?in St.
The people ot St. Louie certain
Phone 85, Res. Phone. 171.
ly were in a tight place last .tyeek. Los Angeles are equipped with a
New Mex.
Tuct'MCARi,
The waterworks were frozen up & new device that does away with the
Mr. Busch was in California, two news agent, and saves a large
in salaries. It consists of
thousand miles awav.
a mt'tal container, which holds a '
Dr. W. LEMING
number cf copies of each of the
nose throat.
An expert recently tuld it that laorntnK pappers, as well as one Speciality, eye, ear,
fitted.
Glasses
sot one Kansas farmer in five hund- periodial. These papers can be
first
Office,
stairway east of the
red knew how to "bitch up" a team secured by dropping the price in
Hotel.
Vorenberg
properly. Hut what do they care the lot and pressing a lever! As
New Mex.
as long as they know how to crank the prices vary from one cent to TucuMCAKt,
up" without getting their arms five, a different slot is used for each
broken.
compartment. The machine rejects
EUGENE E. HEDGECOKE
lightweight and worn coins, which
run through the mechanism and
U. S. Commissioner,
For our part we have 00 objec- are returned to the depositor. Tha
' .
6th district
tion to. Mr, Stimson being appoint February Popular Mechanics MagFilings, Contest?, Proofs, etc.
ed Ambassador to France.
They azine contains a picture of the
- NEW MEX.
ENDEE,
can bend him even further than machine.
llut ii ih?y want to.

KIJ"S F

DONE AT THIS OFFICE.,- -,

For Sale.

LOST

.

1

.

f

'cjls

'

Store building 18x30 and small
stock of Groceries. Postoffice in
connection.
Gcod location. This
y
be sold at once and
must
propf-twV'l zo cheap.
Inquire at thim

cGce,

Full Associated Prrss leased
Wire Report Kttrij Day in

II

Albuquerque, N. M.

"

FRESH MEATS AT ALL TIMES.
Steaks,

Chops,

Roasts,

Sausagf

Haml ttgtr

RESTAURANT AND
,

Land ofMce
November 2ft.

W. F.

SAN JON

coipimr
N.M.

1

Ititerl"r,- T. S
at Tuouuioarl, S't M.,
-

of t,bft

Tci3artnieW

"'

lgll..

is liercby'glv'en
that Fr:ui
eft R, Fry, for the; b;lr.s of .leva M.
Pry, lieciMfietf; of San Jon. N. M., who,
i
ou Januarjtft,
iNotle--

liom-Hte:i;-

l'JOi'.-mad-

entry

for W,SSW; a

,

v

SVi'W.V See. 21 ahd SE1-- 4 N Kl I.
Soiv 20. Twp. JON, Range. M L, N
M. V. Meridian,
has tiled ri'l':.-- .
cf iiitontlon to make Final Mv
Year' Proof, to c.stabliah claim to D.t
laud nlnive deKcribed, before V. 1
Herleeoke, IT.
Comtnt.ssiot.cr
-Endee,' N. M., on the 1
day of Js.:.
.
uary. Iqi2.
1

1

Qnimant names
Mrs. Minnie

kins, J.

31.

us

wltncstits:

all o'f.San Jon,

'

City

.1.

.'M.

K. A.

22-?-

J. W, At0. .IT.ia

Towiisond,

a. Atkltis and

pKruTics,

Kefistr--

Markets,

llutier.
FiIRS.'.

20c
. .

Maize- -

30c
25c to 55c
--

.

Ue-ad-s,

.

.$1,00. to Si.'iJ
per ton ....... $12 .t

Kaffir Coru heads, per ton.....
vi,$i
Beans, per pound
5c
Corrected weekly by Z. T. Mo
O.in'jel.s'fcrbrery and feed store.
.' The Brutes!
"It would be a strange and

won '.
ful mau who would go for
long :v'v

out making

POOL HALL

-

notice roi tubucation

Chickens
Turkeys ;

BUTCHER SHOP

Journal

Morning

JOB WORK

.

A :fia acre fsrn: one half mile
Between cap rock and;San Jon.
from town, fiocd twu lieu touce
of tools containing square,
box
hne land v itli 'living wutcr. and
Sc
brace
und other
bitti, devis-tssly Sio.oo per acre on easy .cries,
;;;(.?
re;C;o
tti AiO Vtt.it L.Cid CtJ.
to tr.13 otic?.

Albuquerque

'

I

sec-ou-

.

.

,

I

-

su..scned ftr

-

isn't he?"

"0, yes; I see.

ycu have

jmc paper, then take tb
fbe IIera1'1 ,.'
II?ra,J- for
you to read as
daily
Transcript
you get all 'the late Associated
'
Prefs news and the special disCould Keep Up With Them.
patches covering New Mexico,'
One of the
being askTim
Wept Texas and Arizona.
fid how hn rnnfrlvflrt tn lrnen hla r.lari
wide circulation is giving
under successive administrations, re- plied that administrations must ne .., the nublicitv we need to attract
smart that could chango oftener thiin
an J n'w caP,tal t0 (J,ir
ntw
bo could.
ifctiou. iou can help it in its
good work for the southwest by
One's Real Country.
Country Is not a mere zone of ter- becoming a regular subscriber.

I

inging bchool meets every
day afternoon at Three oclock' at
the Church.

j

j

tDt"
Can't you see? The man who put
up that sign used five words, when

!

A. M.

for the Southwwr..

wcrk

In the Same Order.
Always
Bllversmlth has a plaeo next
Alter
door to a restaurant. The former
having put up a placard: "Jewelry ol ' our
all kinds ptated," tho restaurant keep-Pas0
er followed with this: "Oysteri. and
little neck clams plated." Boston the best
A

"Walter!"
Reluctantly Alphonso moved over.
District Attorney Ilarrv H. Mc- "Just look at the color, of this water,
Ono Cause of Failure.
EIroy, Tucumcari. N. M,.
The W. O. W. meets each 1st and waiter," growled the diner. "It's not
The man who Las an e.va;.!!orfitfI
Idea of hla own lrcpnrtanc, gonoially
3rd Monday evenings. .Viiiting Sever-ign- fit to drink."
.orda, N. M.
Critically the waiter raised the U a failure becuuue of lils Inability to
Welcome'
glass to the light and examined it. Ket other people to accept his ov a esti' U. 5. Local Land Officers.
II. B. Horn, C. 0.
Tben,, triumphantly he set it down mate ot himself.
again
Recister R. A. PrentiiT.
account.
C.'L. Owoa, Clerk.
"No, lr; you're deceiving yourself,
.Receiver N. V. Gallegos.
Words and Work.
Ir," he said, kindly. "That watcr'o
said a darkey In a pray"Brudren,"
M.
all
air.
d
W. A. meets each
The
It's the glass
perfectly
right,
er meeting, "I feel's of I could ihIU
WAV COUNT V Of FlCftlS.
APPOINTED
what's
dirty!"
PprE
and fourth Saturday evening
mo' good In five inluutes Jan I could
FEDERAL JUDGE. of each month.
S5hriHJ, F, Ward.
do in a year."
Vnihat Clerk K. P. IXmohoo.
Spirial to the New Mexican.
Visitors, welcome.
Treasurer C. H. Chenault.
1).
C..L. Owen, V. C.
Washington,
C, Jan. 15th.
1'robate Indjce J. I). Cmlipi
Geo.
E. Sale. Clerk
President Taft this afternoon
Assessor I. J. Briscoo.
Superiotenjent of Schools C. S. sent to thv'Senate the appointment
an
Cramer.
of Williatn H. Pope to be federal
Surveyor W. I.. Traylor.
B.
New
Mexico; Stephen
judge for
PROFESSIONAL GABDS
of
be
to
Las
United
Davis
Vagas
Board of Commissioner
CHAS. C. REED,
Dealer In
States attorney; and John W. Mar
A. Dodson.
First District-rW- .
be
cu to
United States surveyor
Notary-PubliSecond District J. M. Hodges.
Third District -- R. C. Stubhins.
general. There will be no other All Legal blanks Properly Execu'td
appointment today. Judge Pope
'AND- Office in Sentinel Building
, Precinct Officers.
will leave this evening for PhilaGeo. K. Sale, Justice of Peace.
delphia whence be will return to
Dudley Anderson, Constable.
OrncE tel. 100 residence ISO
New Mexico.
Call and see us. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Frederick Ingalls was appointed
surveryor general for Arizona. The
Dr. H. F. HERRING.
The tempcrory officers and com. appointment of Secundino Romero
HERRING BUILDING..
aittees of the deep well proposition of Las Vegas for United States
NKW-- UEXlCiQ
TTCUMCAIU,
jire buisy at work, but at this writ marshal was held up by a protest
teg have nothing definatc to Rive of Congressman Harvey 1$.
nut. It takes considerable tim and
DR. R. S. '"COULTER,
Jots of work to put a deal of this
UFNTIST
The appointment of Judge Pope
nature through, so we want to ask was fought by the saloon element
Ofiice in New Bank Building,
the reader to be a little patient, we of Chaves county.
Phone 64.
will give you the details as fast a
New Mf.x.
Tucumcari,'
possible. Just keep talking it and
Slot Machine that Sells
do ttiat little boost act.
Dr. J. Edwim Mannev,
Ferg-usso-
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FEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNECTION.

,

10 OClock

Best and Cheapest

Choicest,

tho

,

rtHWTOHIAL orFlCPRS

'fCouaties

"

nrnrn

Santa F?, N. M,, Jan. 13. Go M. V.. Cm!RCH MeettpRscrrr
First and Third Sunday's cf rac
vernor McDonald late this evening
month. St noes morning an 4
anticrnced tlu.t tlir int N'.w Mex
ico itatfc ipRisIatutP will jneft on
evening.
j
t
:Kkk.
W.
J.
CammiPli,, Pastor!
Monday. March tt, 1912,. arul that
the formal proclamation calling thi;
statesmen together will be jssuej
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.
toinono-.yThe decision of fti 'governor to San Jon, . . .
Nf MexiroJ

x-

'Attorney

K--

O.K. DEN TON, Agent.

of Constitution.

Terms

Publisher.

marked on
If there U a rot
Vv.ov
tsi'A
that your
'I hit space you
"subscription tn thi pap-- r In?
'
woul be pleas il to
piled.
receive your rnew,il at onrc,
'Oth'TWH" tff piper will be tli- -
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a woman cry." Mat

&

Wonderful Imagination.
Hko a cIoU',-n-pishe imagines she la sloudor
graceful.
If

a gtrl has a figure

Sherlock Holmes.
"Drowned! Evident',"
ow couldn't
swiru."jur3i

to

n

c!

tt

SAVE

SOIL

MOISTURE
Thf

IF

IWINO

Reservoir Must Ge Prepared to
Receive

the Rain.

Yuuxg

UNDER

OF
QUALITY.

ANY

-

"day, will yoa pUy this aokr part

orer for tner naked the tenor, aa he

M

njSQualiry
ChcPt
n the end

Jtr-vcO-

l
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to buy.

If yon wunt a acwlnrf tiuohtne, write for
:njr latest catalojruc- lforo yo.i piircliaw.
-

1.

F. Fairbanks. Good,

keeping MaRazim.
Ave., N'cw York City.

it
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Magazine
thfet makes
Fact
Twclnavttnfi
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Fiction

Popular Mechanics
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"Come on. now, If you're going irj
tmct!ce," ordered the organlat, belli-- t
iently. "Now, follow your music, and
all come In on the first heat" Ho
played the opening chords.
What pa earth's the tnatterr ho

pet acre.

No. 55 . Vacant Lots.
Two
fine corner lots on Main and
Fourth street at lioo each on

easy terms.
No. 51

Huslnfss Lot.

Cctrc

lot on Fifth St. and Maple Ave.
I150, fi5 down, balance in small

monthly payments to suit the purchaser. This lot faces the dtpot
and is a money maker at the pried

No. 47 Vacant lot A fine cor-nNo. 58 Six lots in a bunch on
lot on main street one square
south
side with barn 16 x ao,
trom the depot, in the business
fenced with wire, price $ 400 on
part of town. A bargain at $2o
good terms.
er

the chords.
"Ob. Just a minute." interrupted the
soprano, "What Is my note? I never
can. get the right pitch. Hit my note
when you play the opening chord
louder than the rest, will you?" 8b
beamed upon the organlat
"Now, soe here!" exclaimed tbo organist "I gave every one ot yoa a
ropy of this thing to practice at
homo. You all oucht to know it Uko
your own names. ! can't play ono
act louder than another In the drat
chord! Do you suppose my playing
doesn't matter at all. Just so you people do Just aa little work as you can?"
and be turned to the organ.
"Oh, well, if vpu don't want to be
obliging!" Tbo soprano's voice was

lots
No. 64 A choice relinquish
on south side a little way out, wilt ment five north of San Jon. Will
make a fine residence property, at sell or trade very cheap if takan
$40 for the two.
soon.

the tenor laughed.
"Serves her right," said tbo tenor, sob-tvoce, "for elding with him in the
first place.
"Now, one, two, three, four, sing!"
counted the organist at the top of his
lungs, as he played the chords once
oiori.
An awful crash of voices rent tho
air. Tte organist flupg out bis hands
In dismay. "Now, what la the
be thundered.
1 believe that was my fault." murmured tLe Utth contralto, "I was
thinking ibis was another anthem
that I kno by fceart, and I started to
Hog tbatl t don't tolleve I know this
ene. I wasn't hen last Sunday. Yes.
yon mailed me a copy, but I didn't
have time to go ever it Won't yon
lease play my pait over a couple of
times? Then IU aow It and w'!I
get along all right. All the others
know their parts." She stepped up to
lha organ confidently.
"It is now ten minutes of A," e.iii
the organist lookltg at Us wtnc!.
"Just fifty minutes of our hour are up.
and at 9: 15 I have ia engagement. r
you suppose that I can wasto the
ten tulnutis on you, when
got thia whole anthem to learn
Too sit down and listen and the ru".
ut you get busy now!"
He straightened out the mmuo and
.
lifted hia hands to strike the

AND'

Vacant lots.

No 48

Two

THE VALLEY LaRD COPMaRY
Of Sn Jon, New Mei.
- Pe.uerh

In- -

Irrigated Lands, Relmqu.'slmenis, Deeded

scornful.
Tbo bass and

Lcr.c's

o

mat-ter-

We have land in New Mexico to trade for lard in ether Stahs
We sell Stocks of Goods, Vacant and Improved I'roprty.
Correspondence Solicited, and Information Cheerfully Omen.
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ilord.
"Ob. say, well never learn th'i tu"
said the bass. "Let's try ovtr
the old once, and take this cno v.?
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"Let's!" eagerly assented ttv nun
traho.
"Oh, yes, let's!" said the soprmio
end the baas, In one voice.
"All light." agreed the organist.
"Pick out what you please. I've gol
to go now. Let me know what you're
going U alng." He Jumped Into bis
Triumph of Right.
One thought breatbod into a man overcoat sad departed.
"Bear!" biased the soprano aa thw
may regenerate him. The idea oi
alasauedo
doer
freedom In ancient and modern republics, the idea of inspiration la Tartoui
religious aecta, how have these tri
umphed over worldly interestai W. B

have aa Inborn Instinctive reapect for
woman. He treat every woman aa
fjbiwgh she were a being from a higher
sphere, to be approached only with
the utmost delicacy and defercuoe.
Yoa, Channlng,
Granddaughter (sweot 18)
Four
hj's horribly bashful.
Clover.

'

exclaimed, disgustedly. "Why dont
you come in? There are four beats,
and on the fifth every one of yoa
oomo In. Now, try again, and see if
you can count four." Again be played

TBS

miles vines and bermuda grass, a fine
x to, well 0 water which will" furnish
Und
acres water for
fine
for.
from
the
lays
irrigating
fine
well.
Trice
on
application
price

No. 45 Deeded trio acres. 2
milts from San Jon, all fenced and
cross fenced with two wirts, A no.
one box house with .shingle" roof,
good barn, both well painted, a
few nice fruit trees, a well of fine
water, about 50 acres in cultiva-- .
tion, tine soil, mixed land, at fio

llonsr-- j

"wmnaw so Ytoi cam
In ordor that there may bo room to
UMOCASTAMt IT"
receive nd store a heavy rain, deep
A GREAT Contlmiad Story ef the WocU'i
canIf
plowing
plowing is desirable.
ProtAn which you may lsin reading t
not 4 dons early, the cultivation of
any time, and which will hold your InUreet
tha unplowed land with a disk harrow forever, U running in
will keep the soil to good plowing
longer and favors the absorption of rain.
Are ynu reading It f Two millions of your
A good rule, but It oannot alwars be
neighbors are, and It is the favorite magakine
in thousand of the bet American home. It
followed, is to plow when the soli Is in
appeal to nil ciaapeaold and younu then
and women town: who know um Umx whs
FtK.h condition that It will drop from
to know.
the tnoldboard in a mellow, friable want
aso page cacm month
see wcTum
condition.
300 ARTICLES Of OCNCRAL INTUUST
The
Notci"
with
DteutaMt CO pairea)
"Shop
Deep plowing should be done
to do thins how to mako
easy
'
jiwi
and
Intelligence.
purpose
useful articles tor home sad shop, repair, cw.
Mechanfea " (10 pages) tella bow 14
Loosening the soil by deep plowing
"Aratar
Mission furniture, wireless outfit, boats,
make
favors the absorption of moisture, but
engines, magic. oimI all the thinjre. a boy Wvca.
tf rains do not come in time such land
st.so
teak. siNaiJi corn is com
will suffer from drought more quickly
roet
eorr mar
white
rstr
than though it had been plowed shalco.
POPUI.AI:TOM.hliii.-Clow.
mechanics;
JJO W.
M., :tlJ(VO(
The loose sotl dries out and capillarity is broken, preventing the furrow-slice
from receiving tnoiyturo from
tha subsoil rapidly enoush to sustui:i
.the growing crop. The depth and rrt"
The Pacific
qnency of plowing should vary accordA
soil.
of
the
nature
light
tha
to
ing
or sandy soil requires less depth of Special Kale on the Irailtnc ,Vn.
plowing and less frequent plowing
a2lf of the VVuM .
than a heavy, or compact, clayey or
"gumbo" soil.
As a general proposition, plowing
T)u I'HoifW Mi.nt hly i.f Portland,
ebould be shallow when it precedes
is ivuMMujin ii srrirsi.i 'plut.-lia
time.
short
)r'jjon,
planting only
article a limit tl v.iriwus li1 u
iu the rail, and plow deep
flow ik-rTin- Mas of th- - West.
for ruinww fallow.
r
A long Interval between plowing and ninjht'r t'uiitiiiiiHi an ariirlo on
.
seeding allows the sotl to settle ufil
Tho t tctotiri nuni-io- f
with
dently, while freeslns and thawing:
l
:i lifiiutifiill
iJlnsirui-.?roiiiaiiu
mellows the raw, hard subsoil wbtHr
on Sihvs.s In OrnMiinj
. art !o!t
has boeo brought to the surface.
t
t&
The relative depths of plowing mar Aprlt's. OlhcrartioltssljDril)
.smvr.ss
are
with
(iiiblisliKl
I.hp
be stated as follows:
toclfi Sticccss In tirowJiitf Wall ntA.
4
. .3 to
Hhallow pltmlri
tioct'SS with Foildct Crops.
'riis
...4 to 6 liicW
Modium plowing
. ,.T to I lni?lt;!
irtlclrsaro wrltrpn hy extxru it)
Deep plowing
!0 not ouly authoritative, hut vrrj
Plowing iueptr than lght Inches
terestlng.
with the common plow is cot nrually
In addition to thf ahm?, Tli- tirnrtlcable but Uje soil may he strril
twelve tc tlhten inches dep with n
Monthly oach tnoijth pub!l.;ht.s
wliolt.-i.uanl i largo minibrr of
tdedp Ullago plow or subsoil plow, sch-soil
in boavy soil with bar4 compact
readable storiis and st roup iiiUcpMiil-iti- t
em (Jeep stirring may occasionalarticles on the questions A tl;
ly bo desirable.,
Jay.
Wni land li allownd to lin for a The jricfioi' Tiu I'aciflc .Votithl;
oonsWArahlt? period after plowing b
Tu lnl rtiu-- U tx
toro tie crop la plantaA the s;ttlln ot !sl..'0:i year.
ir,
he sent for si
will
icw
readers,
the aoll, together wltn th surface cul
.nonfhs for ..r.O if this pipn- - Is uicii
Uvation to presarre the mtjlch and t.h
cAmentlng due to rain, usually raust 'lonrd.
Address:
Faclttc Monthly, icrt-iand- ,
the aoll to repack and firm up to i
sufficient extent to make a good seel
Orcyon.
'
bed.
Different Viewpoints,
Old Lady There la one thing I no
tloa particularly about that young man
who calls to see you. He seems to
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No. 43
Relinquishment
acres, one and three fourth
frcm San Ion, House 11
x 30, all fenced, 40
barn
in cultivation, mixed land,
soil, choice location, cash
$iom or will trade.

11

Magazine

-

location.

j

No. 53
Deeded.
100 acres,
four and one half miles north of
San Jon, 60 acres in good state of
cultivation, fenced and cross fenced with two wirts, small house,
barn 16 x 56, garden fenced with
310 poultry netting, same nice trees,

Deeded 160 acres, 5
San Jon, 35 acres broke
cross fenced ' alt with
small box house, fine
Price on application.

N0.41
miles from
fenced and
two wires,

l'ro-vioii-

ron-rtitlo-

1

per acre

Mow."

thh

ft,

n

HaSa to., Vmj, tes,
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suits jou, write, as

Well
N. 51 City trojf-MNo. 41 160 acres tbrc and ono
built I'tisinrs house 15 x Go
half miles southwest of San Jon,
foot ceiling, shop in rear 16
all fenced with two wires, twenty
24. small stable and other small
acres in cultivation, rather tight
buildirnrs. . three
lots on the corn.
CI
land just right to work nice. 18
on main street, will trade or se

'Well, but you know, we do bare to
practice the anthem." said the soprano, "and what's the one of our slt
tins bre. llateiiing to your solo, when
we might aa well be gtting real prao
Ilea done?"
WANTED-Gf- Di.
IIiii:Sim:k" ' The tenor mqved orer nearer the)
and mattered his grievance.
. ng Magazi.vv.
rrcjuiris tin: mi- - bass
"Yes," agreed the baas, "bo aura Is
vices of a representative in San the limit. Why, I called bim up tbo
Jon Valley to look after subscript other ulgbt and asked him to coma oat
tt ml eiivul- and play over some of my songs just
:ion renewals and to
a tf social call, yoa know. Well,
which
ution by special tnr
he snapped out that be charged 15 aa
have proved unusually sure;tnl. tour for accompanying people." Tbo
iims relapsed Into bitter thoughts.
Salary and toimimsicn.
"Well, what did you xpectr asked
!.:.t tut ' :&e soprano. "Did you think he would
xperieucr-drsirablior span?! 4 out simply to practice with you. for
cntial. Vliolu tint
of It? I'd have
ime. Address, with rcfcteiMvq, the more pleasure
o&arged ten. I assure yoa."
Tin New Heme Sswinj

IfJIBflESTED

Look over the following-- , if you sec nothing that
have many more good bargains.

please."
Tin sorry, but t cant play h now."
replied the organlat. "Yore nearly
naif an boor late and we've got to ret
through all these hymns, betides the
anthem. Yoa should have come ear
Iter." Re closed tbo music la front
of him.
-Grouch!" mattered the tenor, aa bo
took the mnalc and aat down with tha
rest of the choir.
"Say," be waiapered to the soprano,
"if we don't get a new organlat pretty
soon they'll have to get a new tenor.
I'm tired ot being aat upon by that

e

.

,

hasUly threw of hia hat and overcoat
and placed hia music In front of that
organist. Must giro mo my pitch,

WARRANTED FOR ALL TIME.
If you pnrchMO tha NKW 1IOMK you will
have a life Hwt at the pri'-- you pay, and wlU
not have nn andleaa chain of repair.

m

YOU

in a homo in the Best Valhy in
fJeiv Mexico
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Roots Growing.

So f:ir ha cultivation 1b onwnifU
tlmrv arc throe principal Ktfpit la the
couscrvittloa of soli moisture:
1. Tho soil must be loosened to a
considerable depth to order to prepare
a reservoir to receive the rain end
carry the water downward Into the
oil. This mar be accomplished by
,
deep plowing, by listing, or by disking
unplowed lands.
2. The water which Is carrtpd down
Into the subsoil iuubi be brought baok
again into the surface soli where the
eed is germinating und the young
roots are growing, and to accomplish
this a good connection must be made
and th subbetween the furrow-slic- e
soil, and this Is the purpose iu the uss
Af rbe subsurface packer Immediately
after plowing.
3. Finally, in order that the water
which is drawn up spin towards the
surface may not reach the air and be
wasted by evaporation, the upper two
or three Inches of the soil must be
,
kept mellow in the form of a soil
mulch, and this is accomplished in the
growing of crops, by frequent cultivation, which is not so practicable
with wheat and other small grains as
with corn and other Intertilled crops.
The most important step In soil
moisture conservation is to get th
water, into the sotl. When ,tbis hat
beu accomplished, the keeping it
there and returning It gradually to thf
growing crop Is a relatively elmpl?
matter. Many farmers have yet failci
to tears this most Important fact of
dry farming, that the storing of the
moisture In the soil Is the tlrst sad
great principle of soil moisture conservation. Ttii' timing and pulverizing
f th! Sull to (ifepattt the Bftod bud,
tfbd the surfai.T cultivation of the null
to umltitotn (ho mulch, arc each with
out avail uiiIhks thiire hue beu rUited
in the deeper soil a rumclect sncur.t
of tuotsture to sefpert tie $t value
crop in time of drought
Now the moisture should be stored
at all times during the sen son. but
. especially during the interval between
harvest and planting. This requiros
early plowing so that the soil may be
la condition to catch the ruin and ab-
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Water Carried into subsoil Must 0
aVeufht Back to Surf set Where
It Osrmlnatlng and
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J. M. PARK.)
We are going lo tell you the seer
of producing I hone high priced eggs.
It Is, Take caro of your growing stocit
during thla third quarter of the game.
Many people, when (bey get a cblck
grown to two pounds, assume that It
is grown and ran be left to hustle for
Itself, and though conditions are not
the most favorable, still Its a husky
chick and will get through somehow,
even though It be watered and fed
irregularly, its coop be allowed to get
Then the
wet and never cleaned.
chicks get the sore head, first thing
you know, and if they don't die of neglect a month Is taken out of the
chick's development; then. If not well
cared for, another month or alx weeks
will be lost with roup In early fall,
with the result that the cold weather
comes on and catches the chicks not
nearly matured, and as thin aa the pro
verbial "Jobs turkey," and when this
happens the poultryinan will be fortunate Indeed If be gets his pullets to
laying by January, when tbe beat
prices will be past, and eggs started
on the downward trend.
They by
March these pullets will be laying
fine, but their eggs will be taken to
an overaupplied and cheap market.

CF

KOHAS

OrlfliMity Native of Central America,
Meet ieautl.
Is Described
ful In Celerlnf,

The wild apeclei of turkey, known
ts the Ocellsted or Honduras turker,
wan originally a nstlve of Honduraa
and otter parta of Central America.
Some describe It aa most beautiful
in coloring. eqeal to tbe Inpeyan
and
pheasant, if not richer. The head
neck of thla wild variety are naked
and no breaat tuft la present The
rarunclea of the head and neck differ aomewbat from those of other
turkeys.
The ground color of the plumage is

MAKE GOOD EGG

SHINER

R;uiltt

First

Time and Labor.

l

(By I

A1CHEK. Superintendent
well station.)

Call- -

The first requisite of any piece of
irrigated land ia good leveling. This
be done before
operation should
plowing the field. Plow or disk tbe
blah spots and fresno them into tne
hollows, enough so, at least, that the
water will readily pass over every
New land
foot of the ground.
should not be seeded to any peren
nial crop for irrigation until after a
oeen
crop. baa
grain or forage
.oe- .
.
ir
this
grown,
iaau,
precaution
all the high spots and irregular
places can be noted at the first Irrigation, and after the crop has been
harvested these can be removed and
the necessary cuts and fills be made
to Insure easy irrigation. Tbe even
distribution of water not only in
sures a larger and more uniform
crop, but it alao reduces tbe time
and labor and greatly checka soil
.

,

washing.
Alfalfa
seed-be-

banded with
blue and red, with some
bands of brilliant black.
It is to be deplored that this variety can sot be bred successfully as a
domestic fowl in northern climates.
The writer can not learn that it has
ever been successfully bred outside
of its native heath.

a beautiful

bronte-gree-

n,

gold-bronx- e,

MUCH DAMAGE DONE BY LICE
Chick Found Asleep la Flag of Danger
and One Would Better Look for
Trouble Watch for Insects.

.

rnv EUU1 8TACEY.)
Should you. enter the poultry yard
and find . chick asleep instead of at
work, you would better look for the
trouble, and without doubt you will
discover tbe lice; or if tbe chicks do
not crow as you think they should,
look for tbe trouble. It may be tbe
same old lice. When the cbicks are
batched it la an excellent plan to
grease the bead and under the wings
with pure lard not enough to enw
the chicks. Many bave found to their
sorrow that various mixtures of coal
oil, vaseline and Insect powder will
kill tbe chicks as well aa the insects.
Tbe yards and bouses must be clean
at all times through the hot months,
or you can't keep the lice away, and
lice and auccesa do not go the same
way Paint the brood coops, the nest
boxes and tbe roosts; Indeed, every
thing but tbe chickens abould get a
waahinc of tbe mixture. There Is no
worse drawback to the poultry bus!
ness than lice and other insects which
render the life of the fowl most miser
able.
DUMPING

HEJJS' NESTS BEST

Good Way la to Have Bottom At
tached With Hinges and Fastened at Front With Staples.

Amount ef Sunshine.

With Irrigation
Land.

Iven Distribution ef Water Not Only
Insures Larger and Mere Unl
form Crop, but Reduces the

Vt

wind-blow- n

d

white-skinne-

d

d

seed-bed-

PoultryNotbs

IhtSMte.

d

box.

d

seeding very shallow planting should

shells.
Ducks bave become one of the best
Inpaying propositions In the poultry

dustry.
Du.nping Hens' Nests.

nests are to be cleaned, the bottom
can be dropped and all the contents
will fall out. The nests should be at
least 12 Inches square, and for the
breeds 15 inches will bfc
better.
large-size- d

Care of Goose Feathers.
I take great care in killing not to
allow tbe feathers to become bloody
or otherwise soiled. The geese are
picked in a closed room out of all
drafts, the feathers placed In deep
boxes or barrels, says a writer in an
Later they are place in
exchange.
thin sacks and hung out in the air for
a number of days. In case the geese
are scalded the feathers are spread
out on- - a sheet or a blanket in an up
stairs room, over a register if pos
slble, until dry. Tbey will dry sur
prisingly quick, and if stirred occasionally while drying will be aa light
and fluffy aa though they never were
w.t Wine, tail and other coarse
feathers are discarded aa plucked. I
feathers
Ami radv aale for my
around borne at 60 to 60 cents
pound.

tart With Very Beet
fowls
.train of
foundation
from
tnay be brought up
toek of only fair quality. But It is
do It It la
tint) wasted in trying tomore
certain
Mr

Laj

the
(Serf.

d

The germ of disease must be de- roved before the disease can be
eliminated.
The necessity for fresh air has led
to the great popularity of the open
front houses.
Ems and fowls used In the home
should be credited at market prices
This is only fair.
Plenty of exercise and plenty of
good fresh air are necessary for the
health of the flock.
There are many waste products
that could be turned to use as poultry food In every garden.
Many a woman makes a greater
success with poultry than ber husband
does with the work of his farm.
If good hens do not lay, the fault is
probably with the care taking. With
the right kind of care and feed they
i
are:
are sure to yield well.
land.
1.
leveled
j
Well
A pen of a hundred good laying
;
2. A proper seed bed.
bens will produce enough eggs to sup3. Good acclimated seed planted at
ply the sugar and coffee of an ordinary family, besides supplying tbe tbe proper rate.
home table.
and at proper
4. Timely seeding
A ben, a pig, a ateer, a cow any of
depth.
g
or
our
6 And the careful application of Iranimals, are of value to the farmer rigation water.
.
only in proportion to their digestive
and assimilative powers,
Irrigation in Egypt
Growing ducklings thrive best on a
For
2,000
meas
years prior to our era irrifeed composed of equal parts, by
practiced In
ure, of cornmeal, , ground peas, bran gation was extensively
for
purposes.
thick
Into
agricultural
,
a
made
all
Egypt
and middlings,
mash, either with scalding hot water
or milk, the latter being the best. The
Irrigation In Porto Rico.
mash ia improved by adding short-cu- t
A $4,000,000 irrigation project In tbe
green grass, clover or some other southern part of Porto Rico Is about
arean stuff, and a few handfula of half completed.
Kt

meat-produci-

satisfactory and
Ism time by starting with
tke poultry raiser can
best
very
eoarse sand.

(tky

plentiful
seeded Immediately, deeper
can safely be practiced. But In any
case seeding deeper than one and
one-hal- f
to two inches should not be
Is loose
If the seed-bepracticed.
and a little bit rough, the nlfalfa
seed must be planted deeper to Insure
good germination.
Wherever a soil bakes or washes or
the land slopes considerably, either
on spring or summer seeding. It Is
best to corrugate for Irrigation. The
first irrigation should not be of long
duration, but as soon as the soil has
settled and before the ground has
dried out much a second application
should be given and the boII kept
moist thereafter. If this is followed
closely considerable washing will be
prevented.
soil
A level sandy or sandy-clamay be flooded, but the water must
be applied often and not stand on
alfalfa, as it is very detrimental to
successful growth.
Thus the essentials In securing a
good stand of alfalfa on Irrigated land
set-din-

Oyster shells is the best food with
which the hen can manufacture egg

g

Vl

MIKAR. Colorado Asrlviilttiral
Colleae.)

lf

h

d

prise-winnin-

l.

Various Investigators have found
that It requires from about 400 to
LOW pounds of water to produce a
pound of dry matter of farm crop. The
water requirement Increases witn a
higher temperature, a greater amount
of sunshine and a dryer atmosphere.
In the arid regions a moderately high
temperature, a cloudless sky and dry
Consequently
atmosphere prevail.
the water, requirements of plants nat
urally tend to be higher for the same
kinds of crops. It Is concluded that
about 750 pounds of water are required In the arid regions for tbe
production of one pound of dry matter
of common farm crops.
of
The straw forms about one-baharvested
of
grain.
total
tbe
weight
of
On thla basis the total weight
straw and grain for every buBhel of
wheat Is 120 pounds. About 90 per
cent, of this or 108 pounds Is dry mat
ter. Therefore. It will require 750
times lu8 or 18,000 pounds of water
to mature one bushel of wheat This
is equal to 40 tt tons of water.
One Inch of rainfall per acre weighs
approximately 113 tons. It is estimat
ed that under good tillage methods,
of the total rainfall
about two-fiftIs available to the crop,
therefore,
about 45.2 tons of every acre Inch of
rainfall are used by the plants, and
one inch of rainfall can produce about
14 bushels of wheat Under these
conditions, ten inches of rainfall would
produce 114 bushels, 15 Inches 17
bushels. Where two years' precipita
tion is stored in the soil it will be possible to produce about 27 bushels of
ralnfalL
wheat per acre on a
Efficiency of conservation and ac
tual water requirements of plants
vary so much In different sections
that for many localities the above fig
ures must necessarily be suggestive

Fresh air, sunshine and exercise be practiced as the ground Is cool
are the best poultry tonics.
and moisture as a rule It plentiful.
Tbe natural time for a hen to lay Broadcasting and harrowing under,
A good way to build bens' nests Is
or seeding about an Inch deep with a
to have the bottom attached with is from February to October,
is a valuable dis
lime
with
front
at
tbe
fastened
and
dr'll is best under these conditions.
binges
amall hooka and staples. When tbe infectant in the poultry house.
In summer
seeding the soil is
From now on until next spring the warmer and the moisture not as
hens should be supplied with a dust
and
and unless irrigated

A

Ml

Greater

seed, being very small.
me nner
requires a firm seed-bethe seed
Be
Made
closer
Can
the
Device
Eaaily
tbe
Simple
can be planted to the surface, thereOut of Box Just Big Enough
to Accommodate Lamp.
by Insuring quicker germination andfirst growth. Tbe treatment accoruThe sketch shows a simple egg ed soils should of course vary with
shiner. Take a box that will just per- the type of soil under consideration.
mit the top of tbe lamp chimney to Sandy soils in this western country
soils and
extend out of the bole in the bottom aa a rule are
are bard to handle.
of tbe box when the box is upside consequently
down over the lamp as it should be, These should be left in tbe stuDDie
says the Homestead. Cut two holes in tbe winter and In the spring
at one aide of the box ao two egga when irrigation water is available
neccan be tested at the same time. Back tbe soil should be irrigated (if
acme
an
with
firmed
should
disked
of the lamp In this box you
essary)
rather than actual.
harrow, seeded and prepared for ir
rigation and kept moist (not wet)
HARD ON SOIL
until a rood cover has been se BEETS VERY
cured. Sandy clay and sandy clay Western Farmers Fearful Leat Crop
loam soils may be plowed In the
Will Rob Land and Make It
fall and left open to the elements
Worthless for Any Other.
Freezing ana
durina the winter.
It is reported that farmers In the
thawing aid materially in good seed
when west are fearful lest the sugar beet
In
the
spring
bed
preparation.
Shiner.
A Good Egg
the soil Is moist the land should oe will rob the soil and make it worth
the
and firmed with an less for any other crop. A Colorado
riniihin disked
reflect
to
a
glass
looking
place
if enough mois correspondent says: The beet is so
and
two
openthe
acme
at
harrow,
light out strongly
surface to ger vigorous a grower that it extracts the
This
the
in
tested.
are
remains
ture
the
eggs
where
ings
the plant- elements from the sou for a long dls
me
seed
snine
to
the
mlnate
readily,
easier
much
makes it
ing should be done as soon after the tance. It is therefore a serious prob
eggs.
nrm harrowing as possible. In case lem with farmers, especially those
of a lack of sufficient moisture, the In the Arkansas Valley whether they
Hints.
Excellent Poultry
Irrigated and can afford to plant beets on cantal
soil should be
Here are a few hints to those who the harrowlna carefully
acme harrow
with
the
The raising of beets
market
oupe ground.
are in tbe business of raising
A clay soil should has not been continued
as
before.
reneated
long enough
roosters
sepa
the
Market
poultry:
not be handled when wet, as a gooa In thla country to determine the
rately. Aim to attract the eye 01 toe seed-becannot be secured.
leugth of time required to restore tbe
buyer. Have regular market days.
home soil after
to
best
is
It
plant
always
for
raising one or more crops
prime
Try to build up a reputation
as It Is already accli of beets on the same land. In Cal
stock. Grow bone and muscle nrsi, grown seed,
mated to your locality. Insist on ifornia and other countries where
and then fatten. Big combed orouers
bright seed. Twelve beets have been raised for several
are apt to be wrongly classified in pure, clean,
of seed to the acre ia ample years the land will grow nothing but
pounds
commis
market. Always notify your
for an excellent stand if a proper seea beans.
sion merchant before shipping. Young
bed has been prepared, provided, of
com
There is no doubt that beets raised
will
fowls shlDDed with old stock
all the seeds germinate. A ger continuously on tbe same soli without
course,
mand old stock prices. Poultry snouia
mination test can be run while the proper manure will exhaust It Just
be killed the day before marketing innH in hplne nrenared
and tbe
crop
uhpn roinr direct to the consumer, rate of seeding determined according as corn or wheat or any othersimilar
In
will exhaust the soli under
chickens
Do not mix
seed-bewill germi
ly. A firm, close
But if farmers will put
the same shipment with yellow nate a higher percentage or gooa al conditions.
soil the elements which
on
Into
the
back
skinned onea. Have a tag fastened
falfa seed than will an open, loose the beet took from it they will be all
nrh fowl vou send to market. It is
.
And cordinate with this, an
rlabt.
tbe best way to advertise your stock, open seed-bewill require more seed
Raise clover, alfalfa, soy beans and
to secure the same stand.
cowpeas on your beet land once every
The depth to seed should very three veara at least two would be
with the time of season, the condi- better and you will And your soil
and the amount will
tion of the seed-berespond as well aa It ever did,
moisture. In spring
Tg
of available
TO
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e
for the creation of a federal seaitl
board will not be allowed to pass with
eut a protest. Reports of organised
rislsunre come from all parts of tbe
eouniry, and It may be that tbe opposition will soon be sufficiently solidified to defeat a project that promises
Infinite mischief for tie community,
and suffering and Injustice for the In
dividual.
The proposal Is based upon those
specious claims that are notoriously
hard to controvert If a federal health
board were lo confine Its activities to
the promulgation of salutary advice
upon hygienic matters, to tbe abatement of quackery, and to tbe purity of
drugs, H might be possible to say
much In its favor, although it would
still be difficult to lay that such an
organisation la needed. But we know
that it will attempt to do . far more
than this, seeing that Its adherents
have loudly proclaimed their Intentions. Indeed, there ia no secrecy
about them. It is confidently expected
that the board will constat of advocates of one school of medicine only
and that the method! of that school
will be not only recommended, but
enforced upon the nation. Indeed a
board that was In any way representative of the medical profession as a
whole would be stultified by its own
disagreements. Outside the domain
of simple hygiene, for which we need
no federal board at all, there la no
single point of medical practice upon
which allopathi, homeopath!, eclectic!
and osteopatha could be in unison.
Any board that could be devised by
the wit of man must be composed of
representative! of one school only.
and this meana that all other schools
are branded aa of an Inferior caste,
even though nothing worse happened
to them. And something worse would
happen to them. If we are to establish
a school of medicine, if we are to as
sert that the government of the Unit
ed States favors one variety of prac
tice more than others, why not estab
lish also a sect ot religion and be
stow special authorities upon Bap
tists, Methodists and Episcopalians?
An established school of religious
conjecture seems somewhat less ob

a'iieerbati
"Wise mm m.ie K
''tefveil
quote
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Her Daily Habit
t
Tve been courting a girl lately,
n
as
l
her,
Mton
i
ll
seeing
think
sure as a wife she won't do."
Who Is nheT
"She's a telephone girl. wont an
"Ha' That's why he
swer."
One on George.
"Oh ' my!" she exclaimed ImpatientiUa (retr
to
miss
ly "We'll be Biire
act. We've been waiting a god many
minutes for that motner i
"Hours, I should say, ne rei.

pseudo-scientifi- c
conjecture,
Those, who suppose that a federal
board of health would have no concern
with Individual rights are likely to
find themselves undeceived. It la for
tbe purpose of interfering with Indi
vidual rights that the proposal has
been made. We need no special
knowledge of conditions to be aware
that what may be called unorthodox
methods of healing have made sad In
roads into the orthodox. Homeopathy
claims a vast number of adherents
who are just as well educated and Just
Intelligent as those who adhere to
the older school. Osteopathy, eclecti
cism, and half a dozen other methods
of practice are certainly not loaing
ground. Beyond them Is the vast and
Increasing army of those who may be
classed under the general and vague
name of mental healers. Those who
are addicted to any of these forms of
unorthodoxy need have no doubt as
to the purpose! of tbe federal healtn
board. Those purposes are to make
It difficult for them to follow their
particular fads and fanciei, to lead
them, and if necessary to drive tnem,
from medical unorthodoxy to medical
orthodoxy,
Now the Argonaut holds no brier
for any of the excesses and the superstition! connected with the care of the
hndv in which this ace Is so rife. But
It doea feel concerned for tne preser
vation of human liberty and for the
him- right! of the Individual to doctor
aelf In any way he pleases so long aa
NOTES OF THE HOG LOT.
be doei not Indubitably threaten tbe
health of the community. He may
The average pig, if given free range, take large doses or small onei, or no
will take enough exercise to keep in
doses at all; be may be massaged,
the best of health.
anointed with oil, or prayed over, juat
In order to insure uniform growth,
as the whim of the moment may dicthe pigs should be fed when all of tate, and probably It makes no parthem are at the trough.
ticle of difference which he does. But
Other things being equal, the old he haa tbe
right to choose, just as he
how Is preferable to the young one, chooses the color of hli necktie or the
She bas proven her worth.
It li
character of hla underclothing.
Tbe young pigs should have the best not a matter In which any wiae govof care and should get to eating nice
ernment will leek to Interfere. Thli
ly before they are weaned.
ti precisely the liberty that the health
In selecting gilts to take the place
board intend! to take from him.
of brood sows turned off, pick them
Orthodox medicine, conscloue of its
from the litters that had good milk
losses, is trying to buttress itself by
ing dams.
federal atatute, to exalt allopathy to
The main Interest of the farmer Is
statu! of a privileged caite, and
tbe
w hat number of pounds of hog can be
an eatabllshed acbool of
create
to
of
secured for every hundred pounds
medicine Just as some other countrlea
grain fed.
have allowed themselvea to create an
In rattening hogs to the best advanschool of religion. It li
established
tage they should be graded: that Is, for the common sense of the commuthe smaller ones should be In a pen
renity to rebuke that effort and to eleby themselves.
Invasion
upon
unwarranted
an
pel
Do not forget that hogs are grazing
human rights. San Frannnimn In and that pastures offer a mentary
cisco
Argonaut.
mighty cheap place to keep them dur
ing the summer.
A Drain of the Company.
In starting a lot of pigs It Is easy
war borne from the theater,
On
a
hla
certain
of
giving
to get in the habit
Inbad seen a performance ot
he
wuere
to
or
and
failing
feed,
quantity
"Othello."
Bobby waa unusually quiet
crease as they grow.
"nidn't tou eniov the play, nis
It costs no more to raise a purebred hog than a scrub, and the pure- grandfather asked at last.
"Oh. yea. very mucn. repuea bodoj,
bred gives you a chance of selling
"But Krandnapa. there'! one thing I
breeders at a profitable price.
Just because sunshine Is scarce In Ann't aulte understand. Does the
black man kill a lady every night"
winter is the best reason why our
as
to
Youth's Companion.
so
constructed
be
should
possible.
ray
every
the
hogs
give
Natural Deduction.
It is easily possible that pigs can
bad-tebe made so rat before they have
"Papa, are lawyers always
reached a weight at which It la profit- pered T"
able to sell them that they will not
"No, daughter; why do you a
make a satisfactory gain.
thatr
"Because I read so much in ths pa
Hogs are still high, and all other
suck pers about their
farm animals are bringing
be farmer who can
prices that
Kindred Spirits.
should make Vll of them do their
"Lady," said Plodding Pete, "I alnt
best and grow more of them.
had a square meal in two days."
The bedding of a sow at farrowing
should be sufficient only for cleanli"Well," said the resolute woman,
ness and dryness. If furnished in too aa she turned the dog loose, "neither
large amounta the pigs will burrow has Towser, so I know you'll excuse
him."
Into it and get lost or get crushed.
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rather tartly.

On,

"Ours?" she cried Joyfully
George, this Is so sudden!"
A Cruel Question.

had turned turtle, and
Skeeiick's car it..
IBB
nne Amnldtlnir
ivU
aa he sat gioomuy
Uncle Silas reined In his nag
i-

and stopped outside.
"Turned over, nam t sue.- u wserved.
.
"Yep. said SkeezicK, snoruy.
"Want to sell?" asked Uncle Silas.
"Yes." said Skeezlck. "I'll sell out
cheap."
,
a
"What's your upsei price;
a
with
grin.
Silas
Uncle

...

A

"I don't

Captious Customer.

like these fuzry hats,' de

clared the nian.

- a, Vm In
t
Herei someming uuuuj m

as

nafm

by," said the salesman.
"I don t care tor a aeruy mc
of a soup plate."
"These are the only moue
have."
I'd
"Well, gimme a dozen of each.
the
before
styles
stock
a
in
better lay
get any worse."
-

,

Grabbing the Pluma.
Ad"Did ye's notice, Pat, that Read
comIn
was
miral Hugo Osterhaus
mand av the fleet that President Tart
reviewed in New York the other day?
"Yls."
"And the slcretary av the navy is
a man be the name av Mayer?"
"Is he?"
"And Schulte got the a uty mobile fer
beln' the best player in the Naytlonal
are
league? Dinnls, the furrlners
breakn' In everywhere over here."
Why He Wanted to Go Home. In.
takes his vacation
northern Michigan every summer
the other
brought back to Cleveland had
never
who
day a
been In a city before. Tbe sights and
scenes along Euclid avenue impressed
him peculiarly. Recently he went to
his employer and said:
"Mr. Ebergardt, I guess I'll have to
go back home."
"Why, Jim, haven't we treated you
well here?"
I m
Yep treatmetn's nil right. But
scared about my health."
"Are you sick, Jim?"
"Nope. But I seen four funerala
I
goin" past this house today, and guess
Cleveland ain't a healthy town."
A man who

man-serva-

To Be Taken Seriouaty.
Take advantage of your opportunities, but don't "take advantage" of
them.
It seldom requires a very strong
levee to withstand a flood of generosity.
You can't convince an average man
that he Isn't a little above the av- oroo-o--

.

.
u
He who knows wno to maae mucn
to
of little generally hase something
spare.
Sometimes when you say a writer Is
beyond bis depth, It simply means he
Is beyond your depth.
When you begin to suspect a taint
in yourself you may be sure It Is quite
plain to others.
Most ot us reel mat we couia nave
done great things if It hadn't been
for the little things.

HOMESEEKERS . EXCURSION
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DURING 1911.

On the first and third Tuesdays ot
each month during tbe entire year
The Colorado and Southern Railway will sell round trip bomeseekers'
excursion tickets to a great many
potnts in New Mexico and Texas at
greatly reduced rates. Final rlimit
25 days allowing
noerai stop-oveprivileges. For detailed information,
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colorado and Southern agent or address T.
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
Denver, Colo.
rttnicr ,n " mx of ataa- l I
BUR li LUU
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AND XEW YEAR HOl.l-UA- Y
KXtlRMON FARES
VIA
TIIK DENVER A RIO GRANDE
HAH. ROAD.
"The Metalc Line of (he Wrld"
One fare for the round trip between all
stations In Colorado and New Mexico on the Denver & Rio Grande
syntem. alao rorrehiiondlnKW
lw
rates to points on other lines.
Tickets on sale
23, 24, 25, SO,
31 and January 1, between all stations In Colorado and New Mexico,
also December 22 bet wen all points
Denver, Colorado Hprlngi. Manltoti,
Pueblo, Trinidad, Canon City, Sallda
and Intermediate points and La Veta,
Alamosa, Creede, Antonito, Durance,
Dolores, Telliirlde, nldgway and intermediate points.
Flaat Heturn l.lmlt Jaauarr 3, ISIS.
For Rates and full particulars, call
Rio Grande Agent,
FRANK A. WADMSIGH,
Ceaeral
Aaeat,
CHRISTMAS
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FARM

surf

tie aotatow are

safe Uom

Rapidity It one of the groat eesea
nan ia milking a cow.

That Long.

l'e

a scrub sirs and your hard will
soon run all to noss and bristles,

Half a Century Ago a Ysung Mas
Cams to a Missouri Community
and Has son Paster Thsrs

There Is a poor farmer around when
you ses poor live stock on the farm.

Ivsr tines.

Soli plus season, plus seed, plus
farmer equal crop, I. ., good and big
crop.

Fulton,

should b

grown

Turkeyi do not take kindly to in
door roosting places.
'

rapidly done.
Some of the most successful breed
of fancy poultry have very Inex
pensive houses,

ers

A good draft horse Is a good farm
Try to protect all stock from cold
horse either to wear out in the field
winds and rains. It pays.

or to sell when mature.

At the time of shipment the fleeces
of sheep or lambs should be dry.

Reject all damaged feed. It will
pay you in good milk and excellent
butter.
Don't negleot to commence feeding
the colts some grain before they are
weaned.

The success of turkey raising depends upon the kind of care given for
the first five or six weeks.

The expense of putting the third
100 pounds of weight on a hog puts
a premium on early marketing.

When you are ready to start feed
ing silage take every bit of the moldy
Is the slobbering horse in need of top off and remove it from the barn.
more grain, or may it not be that its
Save the wood ashes during the
teeth need filling?
coming winter and you will have the
Sheep, like men, can endure great best kind of fertilizer for the orchard.
everity if conditions are maintained
Breed the filly late In the summer
favorable to the body.
and that will bring her to foal at a
There are a good many breeders time when you can put her out upon
who still belters that It Is profitable grass.
to grind corn for the hogs.
Eggs that are absolutely fresh and
The backs of swine are often injur perfectly clean are more attractive In
ed by juvenile "rough-riders- "
who appearance and naturally make a
choose hogs for their mounts.
ready sale.

Whether you should breed your

two- -

It's a good idea to wait on the corn
filly depends somewhat upon
until you are sure It Is safe to be year-olthe care she has had and the condi
cribbed, but not to wait any longer.
tion she Is in.
Australia has an artesian water
Waiting to teach the colt to eat
area of 640,000 square miles, mostly
until It is weaned is poor econ
grain
rid localities, available for irrigation
omy, as the colt will surely receive
Success in pork production is large a bad setback.
ly affected by the attention given to
fattened wholly on pasture
the health and comfort of the broqd or Geese
with the addition of a little corn
aow.
make a tender juicy article of flesh
The ripening or souring of the not to be equaled.
cream is one of the most important
The successful feeding of poultry
steps throughout the process of but
largely on the ability of the
depends
er making.
feeder to notice the condition of the
on feed.
collar if you chickens
wear an
don't
to
In
but
order
be
wish,
sylish,
and health are necessary If
make your horse wear one that Is not a Vigor to
hen ia
lay right and the only way
a smooth fit
that these can be gained Is through
proper care and feed.
Many farmers have yet to learn that
cow cannot live upon an unpalatable
If you want to raise a good crop of
ration of corn and straw and do
mice and Insects that will damage the
near her best.
orchard trees, let the weeds and
grass lie thick on the ground.
Remember that quality is ahead of
size every time. The hog which will
In locations where testing associa
produce the most pork with the least tions have been formed, the average
waste Is the desired sort.
production per cow has been more
than doubled in many Instances.
A shed of poles covered with straw
To keep poultry from roosting over
and open to the south will winter the
geese nicely it provided with clean, feed mangers and other places that
fresh bedding from time to time.
ought to be kept clean nail a small
wire four inches above the board.
A small flock of healthy hens, given
The symptoms of tuberculosis in
the best'of care and attention, will
give a yearly profit of $1 per hen, chickens are not sufficiently character
istic to permit of a positive dlagnois,
after paying for the food consumed.
but they may lead to a strong suspic
The total value of farm lands and ion.
buildings In the south in 1910 approx
No cow can produce her maximum
imated S6.300.000.0OO. of which the
(1.823,000,000 of Texas was nearly 28 unless she has the right kind of care
and food and if she does not produce
per cent.
her maximum she will not give the
The cause of the contamination of best profit.
milk Is largely due to lack of perfect
It Is better for a horse to turn both
cleanliness with the milking utensils,
toes
and
out than to turn one toe out,
of
methods
delivery
surroundings,
while on the other hand It Is worse
personal cleanliness.
for a horse to turn both toes in than
The horse that can move the most to turn one toe in,
freight In a lifetime is sought by evherd will
Whether the
ery buyer, but such qualities can not
be Infallibly Indicated by any market pay or not depends very largely upon
test They must be judged by appear- the keeper. One thing is absolutely
certain, if a man will give the cows
ances.
half a chance profits will be his.
Grape vines may be trimmed in the
late fall after the leaves have fallen,
Keep plenty of grit and oyster shells
but before the vines have frozen, or in before the poultry at all times, espe
the early spring after the wood has cially when they are confined in the
thawed out but before the sap has winter time when they cannot obtain
the necessary grinding material.
started.
d

d

Mares that are not heavy type nor
bred to draft stallions are preferred by
many lor farm work, but not by those
who count on their colts to pay their
way at heavy work while growing into salable form.

As the cold weather approaches the
separator bowl should be filled with
hot water before the milk Is allowed
to run through It. When It Is thor
oughly warm skimming will be more
efficient.

Humor the fowls during the winter;
of food
they crave and the kind of food they
need to keep their bodies sustained
and to permit of their producing eggs
at the same time.

'Two pastures are better than one,
because while the hogs are feeding
In one field the other will be recov
ering, and later furnish much more
ttractlve teed than if both pastures
are used as one.

that is, give them the kind

valuable not alone
for the Increase In quantity of wool
but for the protection that It affords
the animal from the elements and the
dust and chaff that files about in the
yards where they are fed.
A dense fleece Is

Some people have an idea that the
only way to make dairying profitable
is to have every possible contrivance
that one can think of. This Is hardly
right or Just, Many a man has been
successful dairyman with a limited
quipment

draft horse Is valued solely for
The corn stalks that are left in the
his' utility. It is true good looks increase his usefulness in all lines of field this fall are going to proclaim
commerce where advertising is need- the farmer more extravagant than
ed, but the great traffic mover of the ever before. Shredded fodder makes
world that delivers the railroad's bur- good bedding and If the corn was cut
hen it should have been there would
dens at each end of the route pays his
A

way in power

he lots of good feed for

tin stock.

Fifty years the pastor

by

thiih clothes

mart Cigar Iters Clark Nsstfy With
Apology Thai ay Ms Mssns
MtnSsd Situation.

Wee.' What Whletfsf Sal..
Robert Heart, the New York painter, was talking about those millionaires who bay, merely to show off,
doubtful "old masters" at fabulous
prices.
"Their knowledge of art," Mr.
Henri said, "is about equal to that of
the sausage manufacturer who said
to Whistler:
" 'What would you charge to do me
In oil?'
'"Ten thousand," answered Whistler, promptly.
"'But suppose I furnished the oil?'
said the millionaire."
Exchange.
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DISFIGURED

BABY

"Our little boy Gilbert was troubled
with eczema when but a few weeks
old. His little face was covered with
sores even to back of his ears. The
poor little fellow suffered very much.
The sores began as pimples, his little
face was disfigured very much. We
hardly knew what he looked like. The
face looked like raw meat. We tied
little bags of cloth over his hands to
prevent him from scratching. He was
very restless at night, his little face

itched.
"We consulted two doctors at Chicago, where we resided at that time.
After trying all the medicine of the
two doctors without any result, we
read of the Cutlcura Remedies, and
at once bought Cuticura Soap and
Ointment. Following the directions
carefully and promptly we saw the
result, and after four weeks, the dear
child's face was as fine and clean as
any little baby's face. Every one who
saw Gilbert after using the Cuticura
Remedies was surprised. He has a
head of hair which 1b a pride for any
boy of his age, three years. We can
only recommend the Cuticura Remedies to everybody." (Signed) Mrs. H.
Albrecht, Box 883, West Point, Neb.,
Oct. 26, 1910. Although Cuticura Soap
and Ointment are sold by druggists
and dealers everywhere, a sample of
each, with
book, will be mailed
free on application to "Cuticura,"
Dept. 14 L, Boston.
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Herman Fellner tells this story on
himself, according to the New York
correspondent of the Cincinnati Times
Star. He was In Washington on business recently and met three or four
friends on ths street. After a moment's chat be beckoned them to
come with him. "I'm off the stuff,"
aid he, "but I want to buy you each
a cltcar."
They happened to be In front of a
oth Sides.
combination cigar and news stand at
She Just look at the trouble
the moment. Led by Mr. Fellner, they
all trooped in. The clerk hurried to money can get you Into.
He Yes, but look at the trouble It
the cigar case to wait upon them.
Before Mr. Fellner could Indicate his can get you out of.
wishes the clerk had slapped a box
on the glass case. "Here y' are," said
he. "Best dime smoker in town."
Mr. Fellner is sort of fussy about
his smokes. He looked at the cigar
then shoved the box away. "Have
you no other price?" he asked.
The clerk shoved the box in the
case. "Sure thing," said he. "My mistake and your treat."
Having pulled off this time-wor- n
witticism, he addressed Mr. Fellner
"Your clothes sort of
confidentially.
fooled me," said he. "You fellers are
3
a pretty
lot, you know,"
Then he put another box on the counter. "Here," said be, "is the best
CAlEFORinA FIG SYRUP
nickel smoker in the village."
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DO NOT LET AMY DEALER
DECEIVE YOU,
i

strut or ncs and hour or
uiewERRAL

satisfaction

kr br

senna has oven

SUCCESS HAS UD UN
PAST, AND ITS WONDERFUL
SCRUPULOUS MAMUFACTUnJtS Of MTATMXtt TO OFFER
RvTJUOR PREPARATIONS UNDER SIMILAR NAMES AND
COSTING THE DEALER LESSi THEREFORE,
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BUYDtt.

I f
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frotafeMNareof tfa Company
iBiiiiiii'iriiiuiiuii'iii'Aaii
PRINTED STOAJCHT ACROSS.NEAR THE BOTTOM, AND
THE CIRCLEiNEAR THE TOP OP EVERY PACKACE,OPTHE
REGULAR PRICE SOt PER BOTTLEi ONE SIZE
GENUINE.
ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING DRUGGISTS.

fTRUP OF nCS AND EUX1B OP 8NWA
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PACKAGE,
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THE MOST PLEASANT. WHOLE.
EFFECTIVE
HEADACHES
REMEDY FOR STOMACH
TROUBLES,
BENEFICIAL
AND aaJOUSNESa DUE TO CONSTIPATION, AND TO GET
priCTS IT M NECESSARY TO BUT THE ORJCJKAL AND ONLY GtMUBSL

SOU

AND

m

WMCH IS MANUFACTURED

BY THE

California Fig Syrup Co.
r

e

any-wher-

pure-bre-

Mo.

or one church. That Is the record of
Rev. Dr. John Fleming Cowan. Re- cently the people In northeast Calls
county entered upon a two-day-s
celebration in his honor.
For half a century Doctor Cowan has
served the Old Auxvasse Presbyterian
cnurcn as pastor. For two score
years and ten he has presided as spir
itual adviser and servant of sr church
that is In a sense the mother church
of many of those now In existence in
this section.
Doctor Cowan came to the Old Aux
vasse church as a young man of twen
The country was rent with
strife and the lines were sharply
drawn. He was a man of southern beliefs and his people were of the same
mind. He fitted Into the post and he
has fitted there ever since,
Auvasse church is
because
It stands on a high elevation In a big
bend of the Auxvasse river, a stream
that derived Its name from the
French. It Is on the highway between
Williamsburg and McCredle, two vil
lages in the northeast part of Callaway
county. The church was organized
June 30, 1828, by pioneers from Ken
tucky and Virginia. Three buildings
have served as meeting places for the
congregation since that time. All of
them have been modest structures
The present church is a frame build
ing and is extremely simple,
Doctor Cowan, has been satisfied to
labor ameng these industrious, honest
and worthy people. His congregation
has been satisfied to listen to the
plain, yet convincing sermons of the
man who has served them from early

Plucking of the fowl begins Imme- dlately after killing and should bs

on the farm.

ju:::d

Rev. John Cowan In One Churcn

Cat ths cost of production by ttslsg
macninery wherever you cao.

am

AH feed possible

fiaDB IBB

A

PERFECTION WSfiMk
Always ready (or use. Safest and moot reliable.
The Perfection Smokeless Oil Hester Ss just
like a portable fireplace.

It gives quick, glowing heal whoever, whenever, you weal it
ia fall and spring, when hit not cold enough lor
the furnace. Invaluable at an auxiliary boater ia midwmter.
Drums of blue enamel ot plain steel, with nickel trimming.
Aik mar dmkr w
na a Parhctioa SmMta 03 1
f write to aajr tatacjr of

A necoaty

Just Like Bennett.
"Arnold Bennett, the latest visitor
(o these shores," said a New York
editor, "Is said to be the greatest living English novelist. I plump for
Wells or Conrad myself. However"
The editor smiled.
"A critic at the club the other day
as listening to an execrable young
novelist. The young man boasted on
Interminably, but at last I heard the
critic get in the words:
" 'Do you know, you remind me of
Arnold Bennett?'
The novelist blushed
"'Really?'
niiil laughed for pleasure.
'Really?
Come now, do you really think '
"
'Yes; you stutter so,' Bald the
srltic."

W

Continental Oil Company
(laootwnud)

'

AUXVAdit PMSHYTCRiAfl

TUB-OL-

youth until the declining years of his
Tightness ncrrwn the client mean a cold
life. Nowhere in this section is
on the lung. Tlmt'N the (lunger signal.
no
and
community of better people
Cure that cold with Hanilin Wizard Oil
where Is there a man of the cloth
it run into Consumption or Pneu
who has followed nearer In the foot monia.
man whose teachings he
steps of . the
.
''! .
TYno.
I
l
Excitement.
uaa euueuvuieu
iu eu mir ,vAM
ninu iaji
"What's that racket out there?"
tor Cowan. Idealism has been dem
"That's Fldo. He's chased your
onstrated in Its fullest sense.
When the preachers of the pioneer fuzzy hat up the hall tree."
days came to serve the congregation
lied Cioxs Him Blue, much ltctter. iocs
at Old Auxvasse they found a church
built of logB. In 1840 a church of further than liquid blue. (Jet from any
1

brick was erected. Then in 1870 came
the building that is still serving as
the home of worship.
Doctor Cowan was born at Potost,
Mo., March 8, 1837. Much of his early
education was gained through his fa
ther, Rev. John F. Cowan, one of the
early Presbyterian ministers of the
state. He graduated from Westmin
ster college In 1858 and then took a
theological course at Princeton Seminary, completing his work there In

'

1861.

good grocer.

a man grows older he sees some
thing in himself every day that is calculated to make him a little less con
As

ceited.

1

lira. Whitlow' Soothing Syrup for Children
teething, often the gtitnn, reduce Inflammation, allays patu.curaa wind colio, 15c a bottle.

There ate tew shade trees in the
average man's field of labor.

Rev. Mr. Cowan lived In the coun
try near the church until his wife died
and his daughter married. His wife
was Miss Jane Grant, a native of Cal
laway county. In 1888 Mr. Cowan
moved to Fulton, where he Is teaching
modern languages in Westminster college. These new duties did not lessen
his love for the pastoral work of the
Old Auxvasse church and he contin
ued in the pastorate.
He has preached to the congregation
of the Old Auxvasse
church 2,500
times. In other churches during re
vival meetings and occasional visits
he has preacher 1,200 times. He has
conducted fifty revival meetings in
various churches.
To the Auxvasse church during the
fifty years of his pastorate 535 members have been added, 200 children
have been baptized and 240 couples
have been married. One hundred and
thirty-sevemembers of the congregation have died during that period and
Doctor Cowan hns conducted their funerals. Of this number 65 were men
Color more good brighter
and 72 women.
dye any garment without
n

A

uiuierns
Scientifically constructed to give
most light for the oil they burn.
Easy to light, clean and rewick.
In numerous finishes and styles, each the

best of its kind.

Aak your dealer to enow yoa ble Itae of Riro Lamp aa4
Ltaterae, or write lor lllaetnied booklets direct
to any atenc ol the

Continental Oil Company

Housework Drudgery

Housework is drudf ery for the weak woman. She brushes, dusts and scrubs, or is on her feet all day attending to
the many details of the household, her book aching, her
temples throbbing, nerves quivering under the stress of
pain, possibly dizzy feelings. Sometimes rest in bed is
not refreshing, because the poor tired nerves do not per
mit of refreshing sleep. The real need of weak, nervous
women is satisfied by Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

LIVE STOCK AND
MISCELLANEOUS

Electrotypes
IN ORBAT VARIETY
FORj SALB cAT THE
LOWEST PRICES BY

It Makes Weak Women Strong
and Sick Women Welt.

TMm

"Prescription"
womem'm
weaAnessea, Aeale Imtlmm
lumllom mn4 mlQwmtlon, mu4 carta
weaknesses so pccallmr to womom. It
Me
rranoffizea. raa morvoo, eacoarages
mppttlto aaef iaefaces
aVeep.
Dr. Pierce is perfectly willing to let every one know what
his " Favorite Prescription" contains, a complete list of
r.
Do not let any unscrupingredients on the
ulous druggist persuade you that his substitute of unknown
in order that he may make
composition is "iutfot
a bigger profit. Just smile and shake your head I
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cures liver ilia.
pemerea
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WESTERN NEWSPAFEI UNION
Ml-W. Adams St, CbJooae

LCAS3

me nam

bottle-wrappe-

lassr
I

W. N.

PUTNAM FADELESS

U

nd faster colors thin any other dye. One ltepaciape color all fibers. They dye In cold waat
ripping apart. Write for free booklet How to Dye. Bleach and Mix Colors. MQWSMH!

DENVER. NO.
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.

11.

YES

, tenser.
UMiiw.jertra.
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SfUUi CASH Mmim SALE
i

Only a few words are neeesary in
announcing our Special Cash l're Inventory
Sale. We hive everal thousand dollars
worth of surplus staple merchandise on
haarl that we ate forced to convert into

HDry (Woods
Outing flace! .xo&
Dress gingham ,X2

Pioftts.

'
Apron
domestic
Bleach
Brown

LOOK at These Sample PRICES.
HUNDREDS of others at bargain prices.

i
1

1

i
i'?.

1

11

.95

M

45

it
II
II

15

ii

1.

.50
.45

1

.30
.20

.22

t62

Ladies fur caps 2

3

Men's Heavy Fleeced .50 value, now .38 II
38
Ribbed .50
.. Union Suits 1.25 .. .. 95
95
.. Ribbed Wool l 25

LADIES UNION SUITS
t.oo
Ladies

...

83

g

.65
Pants .50

;.

Childrens Underwear
equally low prices.

all

Ribbed

.. Shirts

&

v

Hats,

..45

6

,95

"

.65
a. 50

X

.95

1.25
Worths 2 3 co val.
' 2 '50

"
"

now 2 2.45
X

CIS

'

'.

" "

"

'

X.25

95

x.45

2.00
?5

50
95

95

" "

"

'" .75 '
'
.50
" .35

"

.

" "
'

,50
95

o

.5
5

25
25
55

.25
55

Kront

a

x.15
'

.25
.10

.10
,1

Pu-rpli-

sizes

"

95

.85

.. .. x.aj ..

.40

95

Ho.T.iny

45

--

25

1.50

'
Leather Caps

Specials
Grocery
Cottolene small
per can
Lard Compound laree size,
8 Bars Laundry Soap
"
3 Cakes ToiU--t
3 Cans Sugar Corn
6
Sardines .'.
June Peas
5
Swt et Potatoes

x

'

,45
.80

.30

"

X.25

Cloth

size,

"

25 value, now 2 x 85
2.ooN
x.65
'.
x.20
1:50

1. 00

2.25
2 00

.

"
'

Sweater coats

valne 2
00
2 75
"
" "
" M " a 50
Blue, Brown A Red Hats 65 vat.
2 x. 00 value
Aviitioi caps
,50
3

$

Nrglige

.I2H

5

Set-snu-

"

"lS:

,

II

,X2

Furnishing.
i

Woolen Shirts

Mead Wear
,

11

.65

(Bents

Long b'k. military cloak $5 00 val. 23.95
4.oo " "3.35
Red "2,5
Missess Cots
."1.93
11
' X.85
white
Sweater
coat
Ladi;s
2.25
11
H !.
I
II
3.00
1.75
Red
2.00
M
" x 50 " "i.xs;
6 ray "
A discbunt of 20 per cent off all Misses
and Boys Sweater Coats.

.07,
.05

1

Table domash
.75
dress
Woolen
goods .65
Black mohair
X.25
Domish cloth
Cotton Suiting
ii

.08S

11

.06

n

.07

1

.to

ILadies Clonks

1

11

it

11

07 yi

11

.10
.09

Hi fjiiuiiig IS Days.

1

11

.litf

11

.05
,c8
.10

1

IX

.10
09

1 1

wjll be coming ia soon.

value

best .06

Calico-ve- ry

Cash at once, reurdles
The low prices we have placed on jo
many staple articles, regardless of cost, is
done that we may reduce our stock and
make room for the Spring Line, which
of

Commenciiig JAN.

Salmon
M pl' Sh de

Tomoe

.

" ....

Snal'
G U'P

1

3
'.

...

A.-.--

3

"

I I

MA UK.

IWAO

--

in

71

ft

H

Clothing

11

m

"

m

r tA

L'

21
14

"

Sio.oo

(

I

1

1

1 1

I I
I

5.00 val.

Mince Meat
S edid Raisns
Old Homstead
Jewel .
Corn Meal

I

I

24-2- 5

0

3,00

'I J

""2.X5
l

,1 II

X.65
X.35

discount of 20 per cent, or t' 5th of!
all boys suits and pants.
A

.

ac
i

t

riri

...

Sugar
Pks Corn F kes

5

1

1

......

1

'
'

Si.

.

$1 on

. .

.Iltf

CI'.

.13

XO

....

'

.c8S "
X4

'
pks

.

.. .25 ..

ll. ..

p--

Silver ;
Raisins 3 crown
Currants

2

V250
II -

for
- '"

Rice

Sun dred apples
Dried Ptacber
B?k. Prunes

MENS CURLEE PANTS

" t
" "

lb.
'

j "

$11 oc

"

2x2.50

ml S

1!"

5

1x2.5
11

1

"W

5

5x5 ou

:

j -

Tiff

We have a splendid line of the famous
Curlee Suits and Pants, and we now offer
these at prices you will be pleased to pay.
value now 2i5 o
Men's Wool Suits 2x7--

.

k

t
.

S2fTi.;
ra
r

V

1

"
"

.10
,09

fl

)ur cwt.

"

"

... .08JS "
.... 2 2.85
22.35
22 25

L
An Elegant Mirror worth 2a 51 R'ven a
way abso'utily free ben purchase amount
to 220 00. Groceries count one h.ilf. Com-tthis Grand Carnival of LOW PRICES
and bring your neighbors. We puarantte
you will te pleased. Your For Suceess.
SAN JON MERC. CO.

Hamilton Brown keH
ILead the Earth In Simple
Worth, and our line Incomplete, nr space is limlte
& we can not list our Ik
gaits in this line3 hut we a.v
sure you of a discount of 1
to 35 per cent.

S

Remember we have an elegant mirror to give all our Customers.

THE SAN JON MERCANTILE COMPANY
INCORPORATED

C. L. OWEN, Mgr.

IVhoesae

and Retail

DEALERS IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE
CANT 1AM

NEW MEX.

